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Abstract
We formulate and apply a three-body Glauber model and an adiabatic theory, 
as alternative approaches to the DWBA method, to study breakup and charge ex­
change reactions of loosely bound nuclei. The theories derive full finite-range tran­
sition amplitudes, which incorporate three-body effects. The formulated Glauber 
three-body breakup transition amplitude is applied to the (d, pn) deuteron breakup 
reaction. Three-body s-wave breakup calculations are performed to analyse 260 
MeV ^^Cu{d,pn) and 270 MeV ^^C{d,pn) reaction differential cross-section data. 
The calculations describe the data fairly well, for low p — n relative energies. The 
adiabatic theory, in a special lim it, is applied to enable computational checks of the 
Glauber three-body breakup calculations, and for estimation of non-s-wave breakup 
contributions to the {d,pn) reaction.
An adiabatic theory of Coulomb breakup is presented which derives a closed-form 
adiabatic transition amplitude for Coulomb breakup. Calculations describe deuteron 
breakup at forward angles at 56, 140 and 270 MeV reasonably well. Previous DWBA 
analyses are also discussed, and assumptions made in those DWBA calculations are 
discussed critically.
The three-body Glauber model is extended to study the (d, pp) charge-exchange 
reaction. Three-body effects in the reaction are investigated by com­
paring Glauber calculations with their DWBA limits. The results indicate that these 
three-body effects are significant and might be responsible for ad hoc modifications 
needed in DWBA analyses of the same reaction.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
W ith new technology and Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB) techniques, studies of nuclei 
have reached the regions far from the /3-stability line in the nuclear chart. New 
state-of-the-art RIB facilities have been built and developed at various laboratories 
around the world [1]. They enable nuclear physicists to reach further into the regions 
of extremely unstable nuclei near the driplines. Studies of these exotic nuclei have 
revealed new properties of nuclear matter. They are being investigated by physicists 
to discover new physics and to gain a better understanding of nuclear structures and 
their reaction mechanisms.
Of importance is the relatively new discovery of halo behaviour - light exotic 
nuclei having one or more nucleons moving far away from a core. The discovery 
of halo nuclei was made in the mid 80’s when Tanihata et ai. [2, 3, 4] measured 
interaction cross-sections, the probability of removing one or more nucleons from 
the projectile, and then extracted root-mean-square (r.m.s.) radii of light exotic 
nuclei. I t  was found that some of these exotic nuclei appeared to have unusually 
large r.m.s. radii. The halo behaviour was proposed [5, 6] to explain the large r.m.s. 
radii of these nuclei. Since the discovery of halo nuclei, along with the rapidly devel­
oping experimental techniques, various theoretical techniques have been developed 
in order to investigate and understand their behaviour. The halo behaviour also
casts doubt on the validity of some simple reaction ideas used previously in studies 
of normal nuclei. The halo property means that their microscopic structures cannot 
be neglected if  one hopes to perform a realistic reaction calculation. This fact has 
been demonstrated, for instance, in the estimation of sizes of halo nuclei using den­
sity based methods and a more advanced microscopic theory [7, 8, 9]. Therefore, 
special attention has to be paid on building models to study these halo nuclei.
The halo behaviour naturally makes some aspects of the studies of reaction mech­
anisms as well as structures of these nuclei especially interesting. Having valence 
nucleons with very small binding energies inevitably makes breakup channels im­
portant. Breakup reactions of halo nuclei are thus of special interest. I t  is therefore 
necessary to have a theoretical model which effectively takes into account the mi­
croscopic nature within the reaction description. The fact that a breakup reaction 
populates a scattering state of a many-body system in the final state makes the 
calculations somewhat problematic. Nevertheless, various theoretical models used 
to calculate breakup reactions exist, with different advantages and disadvantages.
In the present work, we consider breakup reactions induced by a two-cluster-like 
loosely bound projectile at intermediate or high energies. This involves a three- 
body (projectile constituents +  target) system. Various theoretical models have 
been developed to deal with the problem. The most widely used is the Distorted 
Waves Born Approximation (DWBA), e.g. [10, 11]. The DWBA assumes weak 
coupling to breakup channels, i.e. neglects three-body effects in the reaction. For 
reactions induced by loosely bound nuclei, the DWBA therefore does not seem 
physically justified for the problem. Furthermore, an additional approximation is 
usually needed to realise DWBA breakup calculations. This involves an approximate 
treatment, or a complete neglect, of the finite range of the interaction between the 
two broken up projectile constituents in the final state. This makes the validity of the 
DWBA calculations even more doubtful for reactions involving loosely bound nuclei 
at high incident energies, where finite range effects are expected to be important.
An aim of the present work is to develop alternative methods which are capa­
ble of incorporating three-body effects and which enable one to perform a finite
range calculation of breakup reactions. The methods used make use of an adiabatic 
theory and a three-body Glauber model. We do not assume the weak coupling of 
breakup channels and retain the three-body effects. Thus, they may prove powerful 
alternative approaches to the DWBA.
The models deal with the problem of a three-body system comprising the two 
projectile constituents and a target nucleus. Halo nuclei with a single nucleon halo, 
such as ®B, ^^Be or ^®G, are the obvious examples for direct applications of the mod­
els. However, though the development is rapid, the technology of RIB is relatively 
new. To date, intensities of the beams produced are still very low. Breakup experi­
ments of these halo nuclei are therefore predominantly inclusive and typically have 
large experimental uncertainties. The theories developed in this work w ill therefore 
be applied, in the first instance, to deuteron induced reactions. Thus, the deuteron 
w ill be regarded as a simple exotic nucleus. As will be seen, the theories apply 
high energy approximations. The deuteron, having the binding energy of just over 
2 MeV, can thus be regarded as a loosely bound nucleus at such incident energies. 
I t  is an excellent starting point for studies of the more complex halo nuclei. The 
deuteron is also a well-studied nucleus. Apart from the availability of data of high 
accuracy, it  also possesses no structural ambiguities. The theoretical models can 
then be effectively put to the test.
1.2 Three-body problem
The quantum mechanical three-body problem has been a subject of interest in the 
field of nuclear physics for more than half a century. I t  plays an important role 
in nuclear reactions induced by a projectile with a two-cluster-like structure. The 
cluster structure gives rise to a tendency for the projectile to be broken up by the 
nuclear or the Coulomb fields of a target nucleus, with the two clusters emerging 
in a continuum state. Understandably, extensive studies of the problem have been 
carried out for breakup of the deuteron - being the simplest loosely-bound nuclear 
system. Initially, theoretical models were used mainly to analyse stripping or pickup
reactions. These began as early as the 1930’s when Oppenheimer and Phillips [12] 
tried to incorporate effects of the breakup of the deuteron by the Coulomb field into 
the deuteron stripping reaction. Subsequently, various simple theories have been 
proposed to investigate breakup. A historical review of this development can be 
found in the report by Baur and Trautmann [13].
An exact formal treatment of the three-body problem was introduced by Fad- 
deev in the early 1960’s [14]. The scheme eliminates ambiguities in the Lippmann- 
Schwinger equation and makes the theory applicable to three-body systems [15, 16]. 
Despite the exact nature of the Faddeev formalism, its sophistication and the com­
plexity o iN —N  interactions makes such calculations complex. The Faddeev method 
also involves partial wave decompositions, which give rise to complicated coupled 
equations. I t  is thus not well suited to complex systems, which involve large num­
bers of partial waves. In practice, the method has been used to calculate only very 
light systems. Recent Faddeev calculations using various sets of N  — N  interactions 
have been performed to analyse N  — d breakup data at low energies [17, 18]. Re­
cent developments of solving the Faddeev equations, for a three-body bound state, 
without employing partial wave decompositions have also been introduced [19].
A coupled channels approach [20] to breakup calculations has been developed 
and is referred to as the coupled discretised continuum channels (CDCC) method 
[21]. Since breakup reactions involve a continuum in the final state, in principle 
they involve an infinite number of the coupled channels. The CDCC method was 
introduced to deal with the problem by truncation of the continuum states. The 
relative orbital angular momentum and the relative momentum of the continuum 
are thus limited to within some maximum values. The relative momentum is then 
discretised into a finite number of momentum bins - momentum spreads over which 
the wave functions are averaged [21]. Nevertheless, the method is numerically so­
phisticated and time-consuming. The CDCC calculations have been performed, for 
example, by Iseri et ah for deuteron breakup at 80 MeV [22] and by Hirabayashi 
and Sakuragi for ®Li breakup [24]. The theories presented in this work can also be 
alternative approaches to the CDCC method.
1.3 Breakup transition amplitude
Information of scattering processes is obtained from observables measured in the 
scattering experiments. The observable of most interest here is the differential cross- 
section. I t  is obtained in scattering experiments by counting particles arriving at 
detectors. The differential cross-section is then defined as the number of particles per 
unit time, scattered into infinitesimal solid angles per unit incident flux. In quantum 
mechanics, the differential cross-section is proportional to a square modulus of the 
transition amplitude. Thus, by calculating the transition amplitude, the theoretical 
model can calculate the differential cross-section, and hence obtain the information 
of the scattering processes.
By definition, the transition amplitude is defined in a centre-of-mass (CM) frame. 
There are two formally equivalent, e.g. [10], forms of the transition amplitude, namely 
the prior-form and the post-form. For the breakup reaction of a projectile a, com­
prising a bound state of a core fragment c and a valence particle v (Fig. 1.1), the 
transition amplitude can be written as [11]
TpriarCK -4- K 'k ') =  I U I K ÿ .), (1.1)
in the prior-form, and
K 'k ') =  ( k 'K ' | t /  +  V',,|W<+))
=  ( ÿ ^ . K '  I U I 1'W ), (1.2)
in the post-form. ipK .^k' (I*-, r) and Ü/g (R, r) are the exact wave functions in the final 
state and the initial state, respectively. ^ „(r) and the projectile bound
state wave function and the c — v scattering wave function, respectively. K  and K ' 
denote the wavenumbers for the CM of the projectile and the (c-t-u) system relative 
to the target, respectively, and k' is the c~ v  relative wavenumber. The superscripts 
(+) and (—) indicate the outgoing and the incoming wave boundary conditions, e.g. 
[25], respectively. U is the interaction between the projectile constituents and the 
target nucleus, and w ill be represented by the sum of the c-target and the u-target
cFigure 1.1; The three-body system comprising a target nucleus A and a projectile 
a, consisting of a core fragment c and a valence particle v.
interactions,
U{R,r )  =  UcA(rc) +  UyA(rv), (1.3)
where A denotes the target nucleus. Vcv is the interaction between c and v and which 
binds a. R  and r  denote the coordinates of the c — v CM motion and their relative 
motion. Tc and denote the c — A and v — A relative coordinates, respectively. 
Alternatively, the post-form transition amplitude of Eq. (1.2) can be written in the 
Jacobi coordinates (r^, R ,^) (Fig. 1.1) as
Tcv{R kckt;) =  (kck^ I U +  Vcv |
— (Xc>lîkcXi(i.4A),k„ I c^vd-Ures I \  (1-4)
where k^ and k^ , denote the wavenumbers of c and v conjugate to and R^, respec­
tively. R^ is the coordinate of v relative to the CM of the (c 4- A) system (Figure 
1.1). XcA^ kc(^ c) is the distorted wave for the c — A system, generated by the in­
teraction UcA^  and xi7d+n),k„(^^) the distorted wave for the v — {c +a) system, 
generated by Uv{^Af\) — ^vA — f/re&, where Ures is a residual or remnant interaction, b^res — UvAi^v) (Ri;)-
The exact transition amplitudes in Equations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) above are 
complicated due to the the fact that the exact wave functions ^K'lk' and 
contain complex couplings between the R  and r  spaces. An approximation method
is therefore usually applied to make calculations viable. The form of the transition 
amplitude used is then chosen to suit the physical conditions of the problem of 
interest, and thus the approximation method used.
The DWBA is the most studied and widely used approximation to the exact 
transition amplitudes. A brief review of the DWBA method and its development is 
given in the following section.
1.4 DW BA method
The idea of the DWBA is to assume weak coupling between the R  and r  spaces. 
Hence, the exact wave functions are replaced by a product of a relative motion wave 
function of the projectile constituents and a CM distorted wave,
(^5 ~  (^)xL,K' (^ )  5 (1-5)
or
» W (R ,r )^ ,^ .( r )x W (R ) .  (1.6)
and x^K  are the distorted waves for the (c+t))-target and the a-target systems, 
respectively. The prior-form DWBA transition amplitude is then given by
^  K 'k ') =  {4:W^k' I ^  I K ÿ .), (1.7)
and the post-form by,
^  K 'k ')  =  ( ÿ " , K '  I U I ÿ .x % ) . (1.8)
The distorted waves and XoJk  can be generated using appropriate optical
potentials, which are usually obtained from elastic scattering of the corresponding 
systems. The prior-form of Equation (1.7) is thus problematic, since there is
no obvious ‘optical potential’ for the unbound (c-f-v)-target system [26]. Neverthe­
less, attempts have been made to evaluate Rybicki and Austern [27] used
the prior-form to describe the {d^pn) deuteron breakup reaction at 12 MeV.
In that work, Xcü,k' was calculated using the same deuteron-target optical potentials
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as for Their calculations disagreed with the experimental data. I t  was argued 
that the discrepancy was caused by the neglect of Coulomb breakup effects. The 
presence of xiû,k' that the Coulomb interaction in the final state acts only
on the CM of the p — n system, instead of the proton, and hence is unrealistic in 
systems where the Coulomb interaction is likely to be important [27]. Matsuoka et 
al. [28] also used to analyse deuteron breakup at 56 MeV, with the same
method of obtaining xiû,k'' calculations described the data fairly well when 
the detected p and n were on the opposite sides of the incident beam direction but 
overestimated the data when they were on the same side of the beam. I t  was shown 
in [28] that Coulomb breakup was not responsible for the discrepancy at this energy. 
It was suggested that an inadequate treatment of the nuclear distorting potential, 
i.e. the use of the deuteron-target optical potential, in producing xiv^K' may be the 
cause of the disagreement [28]. Recently, this ambiguity of producing the final state 
distorted wave was also suggested to be the cause of discrepancies in the prior-form 
DWBA analyses of the {d,pp) charge-exchange reaction at 270 MeV [29].
The post-form DWBA transition amplitude in the form given by Equa­
tion (1.8) is not usually used. Instead, it  is usual to take the alternative post-form 
of Equation (1.4), i.e.
^  kclq,) =  I K . +  Ures I (1-9)
where in practice, the residual or remnant interaction Ures is usually neglected.
I t  was argued in Ref. [27] that the prior-form is preferable, since the
optical potentials in the integrand provide the upper cutoff to the radial integrations. 
Nevertheless, is the most computationally attractive form of the transition
amplitude for the DWBA calculation, due to the presence of the c — v interaction Vcv 
which has short range [13, 26]. Moreover, the post-form does not contain the
ambiguous c — v distorted wave xiü,k' [26]. However, though contains the
short-range it  still involves a six-dimensional integral, the evaluation of which 
is not a simple task. Furthermore, it contains three scattering wave functions which 
oscillate asymptotically, and thus pose a convergence problem to the calculation of 
the matrix elements as it stands. To make the calculations practical, one usually
has to make the zero-range approximation, e.g. [11, 20]. That is, to assume that 
the c — v interaction is of very short range, effectively replacing
Vcv{r)(f)a{r) % Do5{r), (1.10)
in the integral in Equation (1.9). Dq is the zero-range strength, given by
Dq — J dr Vcv{r)(f)a{r). (1.11)
Neglecting Ures, the zero-range approximation to the DWBA transition amplitude 
of Equation (1.9) is therefore,
=  U o /r fR  (1.12)
where the mass ratio jac is 7ac =  +  ^c), where ttia and me denote the
masses of the target nucleus and the core fragment, respectively.
The immediate result of the zero-range assumption is that the six-dimensional 
integral in is now reduced to the three-dimensional one in The
slowly converging integral over the three scattering wave functions can be calculated 
using the contour integration technique of Vincent and Fortune [30]. However, the 
sacrifice of the zero-range approximation is that the details of the projectile internal 
structure are lost and become just a constant factor. The physical meaning of the 
assumption (1.10) may be interpreted as assuming that the c and v fragments are 
emitted at the same point at which the projectile a is absorbed [11]. Moreover,
the zero-range assumption (1.10) restricts the projectile wave function to be a
scalar, i.e. it  can be in an s-state only [11, 20]. It is thus obviously inappropriate 
for projectiles which have relative orbital angular momenta greater than zero.
The likely validity of the zero-range approximation may be examined by con­
sidering the wavelengths of the distorted waves and the range of Vcv This context 
w ill be discussed more fully in Chapter 4 where the adiabatic theory is compared 
to DWBA approaches in Coulomb breakup calculations. Finite-range effects have 
been included approximately in the zero-range DWBA amplitude using a local en­
ergy approximation (LEA) [31, 32] or a local momentum approximation (LMA), e.g.
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[33, 34]. These approximations give an approximate treatment of the finite-range 
effects while retaining the simplified features, i.e. the three-dimensional integral, 
of the zero-range amplitude. Extensive discussion of the methods can be found in 
Refs. [20, 11]. However, these finite-range corrections are expected to be accurate 
only when the finite-range effects are themselves small [20].
The post-form DWBA breakup amplitude has been exhaustively developed and 
applied, e.g. [13, 35]. However, to date, it  has been evaluated only in the zero-range 
lim it. Baur et ai. [36] used the post-form zero-range amplitude to analyse
the 56 MeV deuteron breakup data of Matsuoka et al. (Ref. [28]). I t  was found that 
the post-form DWBA described the data fairly well for both kinematical conditions 
(p and n being on the same side or the opposite sides of the incident beam), in 
contrast with the prior-form applied in Ref. [28]. I t  was also applied, e.g. by Baur 
and Trautmann [37, 38], to deuteron breakup around the Coulomb barrier , by Baur 
et al. [39] to the deuteron breakup above the Coulomb barrier, and by Shy am et al. 
to ^He [40] and ^He [41] breakup. Baur and Trautmann [37] also applied the post­
form DWBA breakup amplitude to Coulomb breakup of the deuteron. In that work, 
they introduced an additional approximation, i.e. replacing the deuteron distorted 
wave coordinate with the proton coordinate. Banerjee and Shyam [42] adopted a 
similar method to treat Coulomb breakup of halo nuclei. These DWBA approaches 
w ill be investigated in Chapter 4.
Given these problems of approximating the three-body effects, and the difficulty 
of taking into account the finite-range effects, in the DWBA theory, an alternative 
approach seems necessary.
1.5 The adiabatic theory and the Glauber model
The adiabatic theory was introduced by Johnson and Soper [43] to investigate effects 
of the breakup of the deuteron in stripping and elastic scattering. The theory 
provides an approximate method of solving the three-body Schrodinger equation, 
by assuming that all breakup configurations of the projectile are degenerate with
10
its ground state. This assumption can be justified at a sufficiently high incident 
energy when the internal motion of the projectile is much slower than that of the 
CM motion, and thus can be considered frozen. It  is an excellent starting point for 
models of reactions of loosely-bound nuclei at high energies.
In Chapter 4 of this work, the adiabatic theory w ill be applied to investigate the 
Coulomb breakup of the deuteron. I t  w ill be seen that the adiabatic theory provides 
a closed-form expression for the elastic breakup transition amplitude. These results 
have also been published [45, 46]. Applications to Coulomb breakup of halo nuclei, 
with one- and two-neutron halos, have also recently been performed by Banerjee et 
al., and are in press [47, 48].
In the late 50’s Glauber proposed a method of approximation for studies of 
scattering processes at intermediate or high energies [50]. I t  is a semi-classical 
model that assumes straight line trajectories of the projectile and its constituents. 
This idea is the well-known eikonal approximation in nuclear reaction theory [49]. 
In recent years, the model has been developed as a practical alternative approach to 
study the three-body problem. I t  makes use of the adiabatic theory and the eikonal 
approximation and is usually referred to as a three-body Glauber model. Success 
of the three-body Glauber model has been illustrated in calculations of deuteron 
elastic scattering at intermediate energies [51]. I t  has also been applied to study 
elastic scattering of ^^Be, in which a method to improve accuracy of the Glauber 
model was introduced [52].
Here, the three-body Glauber model w ill be developed for breakup calculations. 
The results w ill be applied to deuteron breakup. I t  w ill be seen that, apart from 
incorporating the three-body effects, the Glauber model w ill enable this work to 
perform a full finite-range breakup calculation. The three-body Glauber model 
w ill also be applied to investigate three-body effects in the {d, pp) charge-exchange 
reaction, which has been analysed previously by Okamura et al. using DWBA 
calculations [29].
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1.6 Chapter layout
The formalism of the three-body Glauber model is presented in Chapter 2. The 
Glauber three-body breakup transition amplitude is formulated from the exact post­
form transition amplitude of Equation (1.2). It is then applied to deuteron breakup 
in Chapter 3. In that Chapter, the deuteron s-wave breakup differential cross- 
sections are calculated numerically. The calculations are compared to available 
data on deuteron breakup at 260 MeV [53] and 270 MeV [26], which were obtained 
in different experimental kinematical conditions. Also, in this Chapter, a method 
of checking the numerical procedures is introduced. Magnitudes of nuclear d-wave 
breakup contributions are also estimated. Chapter 4 deals with the adiabatic theory 
of Coulomb breakup. The adiabatic transition amplitude for Coulomb breakup of 
the deuteron is calculated. The results are compared to the deuteron breakup data 
at forward angles at 56 MeV [54], 140 MeV and 270 MeV [26] incident energies. This 
Chapter w ill also discuss and compare the results of the adiabatic theory to those 
using DWBA approaches [37, 42]. Chapter 5 applies the three-body Glauber model 
to the {d,pp) charge-exchange reaction. The Glauber charge-exchange transition 
amplitude is formulated. Its DWBA lim it is then discussed. The Glauber amplitude 
is used to investigate the three-body effects in the charge-exchange reaction by 
comparing the calculation to that of its DWBA lim it. The works are then concluded 
in Chapter 6. The required kinematics of the three-body system, derivations of the 
required phase space factors and the triple differential cross-sections are presented 
in the Appendix A.
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C hapter 2 
T hree-body G lauber m odel
% .. the one acting in  a circular fashion to perfect all intelligible essences, the other 
moving in  a straight line to bring a ll perceptible things to birth . . .  '
Proclus
This chapter w ill give an overview of the formalism of the Glauber model. I t  
is composed of two approximations, namely the adiabatic approximation and the 
eikonal approximation. These two approximations give rise to the Glauber model, in 
which the projectile constituents are assumed to move along straight line trajectories, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The post-form transition amplitude of Equation (1,.2) is chosen to formulate the 
Glauber breakup transition amplitude. In fact, both the prior-form of Equation 
(1.1) and the post-form of Equation (1.2) are equivalent in the framework of the 
Glauber model. Thus, we recall here the exact post-form transition amplitude
Tp<„,(K -4 K 'k ') =  I V  I $ ^ 7  (2.1)
The exact wave function 4'k (R, r) satisfies the three-body Schrodinger equation, 
[Tr +  Heeir) +  U(R,r) -  r) =  0, (2.2)
with the incident wave boundary condition
+  outgoing waves. (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: I l lu s tra t io n  fo r  the assum ptions o f  the  G lauber m ode l where the p ro je c tile  
cons titu en ts  are assumed to  move a long  s tra ig h t lin e  tra jecto ries.
T r is the kinetic energy operator of the CM motion and E  is the incident energy.
Hcv is the internal hamiltonian of the (c +  v) system. The relative wave function
0cv,k' satisfies the Schrodinger equation
[Rc„(r) -  s V i+ U r )  =  0, (2.4)
where e' is the c — v relative energy. The projectile ground state wave function 
satisfies the Schrodinger equation
[Hcv{t) -  e](j)air) =  0, (2.5)
where e is the projectile binding energy.
In the following, the Glauber model is applied to Tpost to formulate the Glauber 
breakup transition amplitude. The formalism begins with the adiabatic approxi­
mation, which will give an approximate solution to the Schrodinger equation (2.2). 
Then the eikonal approximation is applied to the adiabatic transition amplitude to 
obtain the required Glauber transition amplitude.
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The adiabatic approxim ation
In Equation (2.2), if  the incident energy is sufficiently high compared to the excita­
tion energies of the projectile, the CM motion is thus much faster than the internal 
motion of the projectile. The internal projectile configurations can then be assumed 
to be frozen during the interaction with the target nucleus. The internal hamil­
tonian Hcv is therefore replaced by a constant energy, which is chosen to be the 
ground state energy of the projectile, e. Replacement of the internal Hamiltonian 
Hcv by a constant energy in Equation (2.2) is usually referred to as the adiabatic 
approximation [43], or often called, especially in Coulomb excitation literature, the 
sudden approximation [44]. Applying the adiabatic approximation, the Schrodinger 
equation of Equation (2.2) reads
[Tr  +  C/(R, r) -  r) =  0, (2.6)
where É  is the incident energy in the CM frame, given by
É =  E ~ e .  (2.7)
The adiabatic approximation to the exact wave function  ^ is then
# ) ( R , r )  =  ÿ .(r )ÿ W (R ,r) . (2.8)
The replacement of Hcv by e naturally implies the assumption of degeneracy of the 
projectile breakup configurations with its ground state. The adiabatic approxima­
tion can thus be justified in the condition that the incident energy E  is much higher 
than the projectile ground state energy [43], i.e.
E  :$> e. (2.9)
For instance, in case of the deuteron the adiabatic approximation has been shown to 
be valid for the incident energy of many tens of MeV or higher [63, 21]. One of the
consequences of the adiabatic approximation is that, in Equation (2.6), r  becomes
just a parameter and not a dynamical variable. Equation (2.6) can then be solved 
at each fixed value of r.
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Substituting for the exact wave function in the exact transition amplitude 
Tpost of Equation (2.1), by the adiabatic wave function we obtain the adiabatic 
transition amplitude,
T (K  -4 K 'k ') =  (< ^^ ,K ' I U I ÿ , .# ) ) .  (2.10)
In the following, the eikonal approximation is applied to further simplify the 
transition amplitude T.
The eikonal approxim ation
W ithin the Glauber model, the adiabatic wave function is written as a product 
of a plane wave and a modulating function w, which distorts the plane wave [50], 
i.e.
i/.^^>(R.r) =  e'^'"w(R .,r). (2.11)
Substituting ij)^  above into the Schrodinger equation (2.6), and choosing the z-axis
along the direction of the incident momentum K , the modulating function w is thus 
the solution of the equation
— —:— — Trcj =  Uiv (2.12)ip i dZ
where Z  is the component of the CM coordinate R  along the direction of K , and pi
is the reduced mass of the projectile-target system, pi =  marnai/(m^ -f m^), where
rria and denote the masses of the projectile and the target nucleus, respectively.
Glauber [50] has pointed out that if  the incident energy is relatively high (and 
hence large K ) compared to the strength of the interaction, and that the interaction 
is smooth, i.e. large diffuseness, one can assume that w changes very slowly compared 
to the plane wave. For this assumption to be valid, [50]
^  4: 1, »  1, (2.13)
where C/q is the characteristic strength of the interaction U and au is its diffuseness. 
The assumptions above result in the second term on the LHS of Equation (2.12)
being much smaller than the first term and can be neglected [50]. The Glauber
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approximation to the modulating function u) is then the solution of the first-order 
differential equation,
=  Uoj°. (2.14)ip i dZ '
W ith the boundary condition that w(-oo) =  1, and thus '0k^k“ Oo) is a plane wave,
the solution of the above equation is
w ^(R ,r) =  e x p ( - ^ ^  f  dZ' U), (2.15)
1 \  J —cx>
where Z  and Z' denote the components of R  and R ' along the direction of the 
incident momentum K , respectively. The Glauber approximation to the adiabatic 
wave function of Equation (2.11) is thus given by
r) =  e*«-u;°(R , r) (2.16)
Substituting for in Equation (2.10), gives
f ^ ( K  -4 K 'k ') =  j  d R e ''^ -^ 0 Z  I t/<u° I 4>a), (2.17)
where q is the momentum transfer, given by
q =  K - K ' .  (2.18)
The bra-ket in Equation (2.17) now indicates the integration over r, the c—v relative 
coordinate.
By the requirement of the adiabatic approximation, that the projectile excitation 
energies are small compared to the incident energy E, one can thus assume that the 
outgoing and the incident momenta have the same magnitude,
I K ' |w| K  1= K  =  (2.19)
I t  follows that, at small scattering angles, the momentum transfer q can be assumed 
to be perpendicular to the incident momentum,
q ' K  % 0, (2.20)
where K  denotes the direction of K . The assumption (2.20) gives an approximation,
f  / ”  dZ, (2.21)
J J J  —  OO
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XFigure 2.2: C oord ina tes used in  the th ree -body G la ub e r m odel.
where h ji is the projection of R  onto the impact parameter (a;, y) plane (Figure 2.2).
The approximation (2.21), together with (2.15), implies that the projectile con­
stituents move along straight line trajectories. This is the well-known semiclassi- 
cal approximation, namely the eikonal approximation [49]. As a consequence, the 
Glauber model is valid for small scattering angles. The three-body Glauber cal­
culations were shown to give accurate results, by comparison with the result from 
the partial wave method, up to scattering angles of 25 degrees for deuteron elastic 
scattering at 700 MeV incident energy [51]. This range of scattering angles usually 
covers the values that experimental cross-sections of intermediate energy scattering 
are measured.
Substituting the eikonal approximation. Equation (2.21), into Equation (2.17), 
and assuming that the interaction U is spin-independent, we obtain the expression 
for the Glauber breakup transition amplitude,
h^K .
ifiiT ° (K  K 'k ') =  ( - Ç )  I  I -  1) | 0„), (2 .22)
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where x g  is given by
Xc(b«,br) =  r  dZ C/(R,r). (2.23)
th Jt\ J —OO
Note that treatments of spin-dependent interactions in the three-body Glauber 
model can be found elsewhere [55]. In Equation (2.23), is the projection of r  
onto the impact parameter {x, y) plane. I t  can be seen that xg takes the meaning 
of a phase shift. This is realised when we observe that the term within the 
Glauber transition amplitude of Equation (2.22) resembles the form of the usual 
scattering matrix, xg is therefore usually referred to as the Glauber phase shift. I t  
is seen that all interactions appear in this Glauber phase shift xg \ i t  thus contains 
all information of the scattering processes. This includes information of the breakup 
processes. I t  is also important to emphasise that, in constructing no weak cou­
pling approximation, such as assumed in DWBA, is made at any stage. Three-body 
effects are therefore retained in the Glauber transition amplitude T^.
Given details of the projectile structure, i.e. the ground state wave function cf)a 
and the scattering wave function ? the transition amplitude can now be eval­
uated. However, the interactions appearing in include the Coulomb interaction. 
Due to the long-range character of the Coulomb interaction, a special treatment has 
to be applied for numerical purposes. The next section deals with this treatment 
of the long-range Coulomb interaction in the Glauber model. In the discussion, it  
w ill be assumed that the valence particle v is neutral (a neutron). The Coulomb 
interaction considered is thus that between a charged core c and the target nucleus. 
This w ill be the case for the systems the model is applied to here, calculations of 
the breakup and the charge-exchange reactions of the deuteron.
Treatm ent o f the Coulomb in te raction
The c — A  interaction, Uca of Equation (1.3), is the sum of the nuclear part and the 
Coulomb part,
t/cA =  %  +  C/â, (2.24)
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The Glauber phase shift xg -, Equation (2.23), can therefore be decomposed into
where Xg i® the Glauber phase shift for the nuclear parts of the interaction C/, i.e.
for +  UvA^  and Xg i® the Glauber phase shift for the Goulomb interaction
They are given, by analogy to xg of Equation (2.23), for each interaction. The 
Glauber phase shift for the Coulomb interaction is then given by
Xo(bc) =  dzc U°A^c), (2.26)
where =  R  — 7vcr is the relative coordinate between the core particle and the 
target nucleus (Figure l . ' l ) ,  and where is the valence-to-projectile mass ratio, 
jyc =  myjimc +  rriy). be and Zg are the projection onto the impact parameter 
plane and the component along the direction of the incident momentum K  of re, 
respectively.
Due to the long range of the Coulomb interaction, Equation (2.26) is divergent 
and a special treatment is needed [56, 50, 51], in which the charge of the target 
nucleus is shielded at large distances. A screening radius a is introduced to shield 
the charge of the target. The Coulomb interaction then takes the form
' {ZaZAey2Rc)[3 -  (r./%)'], r. < Rc,
U^A{rc) =  \ ZcZAsyr,, Rc <  Tc < a, (2.27)
0, Tc > a,
where Zc and Za are the charges of the core particle and the target nucleus, respec­
tively, and Rc is the Coulomb radius. The screening radius a has a value of atomic 
dimensions. Only particles with impact parameters larger than the screening radius 
a are affected by the screening process. Due to large values of impact parameters, 
these affected particles are scattered into very small scattering angles, 9coui ~
[50]. Effects of the screening w ill then only present at scattering angles much smaller 
than those which experiments are able to resolve [51]. Expanding Xg powers of 
he/a and retaining only the leading terms yield [50]
(2LS!8)
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where
(  -2v(A/Rc) ll  + IW R c y ]  + 27,ln(KRc + KA), 6, < Rc,Xp{bc) =  < , (2.29)[ 27]ln(Kbc), hc> R c,
and
X  ^= —2rjln(2Ka), (2.30)
and where
A(6J =  (jR^-6^)i. (2.31)
77 is the Sommerfeld parameter,
V =  (2.32)
W ith this special treatment of the Coulomb interaction, the three-body Glauber 
transition amplitude of Equation (2.22) can then be written
i/ ii
Further manipulation involves adding and subtracting the Glauber amplitude for a 
screened point charge, given by
T ° {K  - 4  K 'k ')  =  ( - ^ )  / | _  j)  | (2 .3 3 )
-  1), (2.34)
where
Xpt(bR) =  2r}ln{KbR). (2.35)
The integral in Equation (2.34) can be carried out analytically [50] leading to
, (2 36)
where
and where
T„t =  (2.37)tq
ctq =  argF(l +  7 7 7). (2.38)
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Adding and subtracting 7 ^  from T^, Equation (2.33), and using the orthogonality 
between and the final transition amplitude is then given by
i f K .
iHi
X I _  e^P.) I (2.39)
Subtracting helps the calculation of the Glauber transition amplitude to 
converge more rapidly. Since the screening effects now appear only in the constant 
phase factor, they play no role in calculations of observables.
The Glauber three-body breakup amplitude is the required result. I t  is a 
fu ll finite-range breakup transition amplitude. In the following chapter, w ill be 
applied to calculate the {d, pn) deuteron breakup reaction.
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C hapter 3
Breakup reactions
In reactions involving loosely bound nuclei, the breakup channel is an important 
reaction channel. For nuclei that can be described as consisting of two constituents, 
a core fragment c and a valence particle u, breakup of these nuclei populates the 
three-body continuum of the c-u-target system in the final state. This chapter is 
devoted to study this breakup reaction.
Here, the Glauber three-body breakup transition amplitude, formulated in Chap­
ter 2, is applied to the {d,pn) deuteron breakup reaction, where s-wave breakup is 
calculated and used to analyse experimental results. Computational checks and an 
estimation of non-s-wave breakup contributions are also presented.
3.1 Application to the {d^pn) reaction
The Glauber three-body transition amplitude of Equation (2.39) is immediately 
applicable to the deuteron breakup reaction. In this case, the core particle c is the 
proton and the valence particle v is the neutron. The nuclear part of the core-target 
interaction, and the valence-target interaction, UyA, are represented by the 
proton-target and the neutron-target optical potentials, and UnA^  respectively. 
The Coulomb interaction C/^ is now that between the proton and the target nucleus, 
Upj^ . (t)a is the deuteron wave function, and is a p — n scattering wave
function,
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The Glauber three-body transition amplitude for the {d,pn) deuteron breakup 
reaction is then given by
T(d,p„)(K ^  K 'k ') =  I -  e*’'-') | (3.1)
K  is the deuteron incident wavenumber, K ' the outgoing wavenumber of the p — n 
centre-of-mass, and k ' is the p — n relative wavenumber. The Glauber phase shift 
Xg is given by
X ^(b n ,K )  =  J^^d Z  % ( R , r )  +  C/„A(R,r)]. (3.2)
jii is the deuteron-target reduced mass, pi =  mdmA/{md -f itia), where rud denotes 
the deuteron mass.
3.2 Breakup matrix elements
In the following, we neglect the tensor coupling in the deuteron ground state and 
the p — n continuum. Assuming that the deuteron is in a relative s-state. I t  can be 
written, with the spin and spin projection labelled explicitly,
=  (3.3)
s^d<Td jg the deuteron spin wave function with spin Sd (=1) and projection cr^ . 
is the s-wave spatial wave function,
=  %o(r))oo(r), (3.4)
where uq is the s-wave deuteron radial wave function and Iqo is a spherical harmonic. 
Similarly, the p — n scattering wave function w ill be written
I j ‘ I J 'M ')
X (3.5)
where the sum is over all quantum numbers, except and cr'^. is the p — n
spin wave function with the spin and spin projection indicated in the superscripts.
 ^ is tiiG p — n spatial wave function, given by [57]
(r)]-y;, V Jfc')K  (f), (3.6)
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where is the phase-shift. The spin quantum numbers are indicated by s’s and 
their projections cr’s, the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers by Vs and 
their projections A’s, and the total angular momentum quantum numbers by J ’s 
and their projections M ’s, with the primes indicating the final state. In Equation 
(3.6) the radial wave function uf”  takes the asymptotic form as
r  —> oo
Substituting the deuteron wave function, Equation (3.3), and the p — n scattering 
wave function. Equation (3.5), and assuming that the p-target and n-target optical 
potentials contain no spin operators, the transition amplitude for the (d, pn) reaction 
of Equation (3.1) is then
-> K 'k ') =  I I J 'M ')
X , (3.8)
“p n ' 'p n ^ p n ^ p n  I “  J \ ' 'p n ' 'p n ^ p n '^ p n
where
X  y ' d b , s , . „ A ÿ „ ( b , ) ( e ‘ (’'" + P c p ) _ e ix p . ) .  (3.9)
The function is given by
/ oo^  drz (i-)% Ag.{f)uo{r)Yoo{f}, (3.10)
where 7 -3  is the component of the coordinate r  along the direction of the incident 
wavenumber K . The sum in (3.8) is over all quantum numbers, except a^ . and
3.2.1 S-wave breakup
For simplicity, numerical calculations w ill first be carried out assuming s-wave
breakup, =  0. Hence, it  follows that Sp^  =  J' — Sd =  I- The p — n spatial
wave function of Equation (3.6), assuming an s-wave, is then
=  e-""<*=')[«r(0]*i'oo(fc')i^oo(#')- (3.11)
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The matrix elements of Equation (3.8) for =  0 is thus
r'p»=°(K -4 K'k') =  r ““ (K -> K'k'), (3.12)
where
T “ “(K K'k') =  e"”('=')yo*o(fc')(-^)e’’'“ [ [ dbrgooi K)
i P i  J J
X (g4XG(bR,br)+Xp(bA,b,.)) _  QiXpiibR)^  ^ (3.13)
and where poo is given by
/ o o drs u^J'{br,r3)Yoo{f)uQ{br,rs)YQo{r). (3.14)
- o o
The s-wave breakup transition amplitude can be a good representative to the
full transition amplitude T^ p^ d^. of Equation (3.8) when the p — n relative energy is 
small, in which the p — n system can be assumed to be in a relative s-state.
3.3 Computational checks
T^ pn=  ^ of Equation (3.12) is ready to be calculated. The calculations are, however, 
complex, since they involve a multi-dimensional integral. I t  is thus useful to have a 
method to verify the calculations. This section presents such a method. I t  makes 
use of the adiabatic theory, in a special lim it. Derivation and detail of the theory is 
left for the subject of Chapter 4. Here, the result w ill be taken and applied to check 
calculations of the three-body Glauber model.
The special lim it here refers to the three-body system of the deuteron and the 
target nucleus in which one of the interactions. Up a or UnA^  is neglected. Here, it  w ill
be assumed that Uua is switched off, and only UpA is present. W ith this special lim it
of the adiabatic theory, the post-form transition amplitude, of the form of Equation 
(1.2), can be written [58]
T / / ( K  K'k') =  Fy{q)T^A{^  -> K'), (3.15)
where Tjç/(q) is the projectile form-factor, given by
^k'(q) =  y  dr (^ p»jk,(r)(;6d(r)e''y"p9 r^  (3.16)
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where ^np — 'mn/{mp +  m^), and where rrip and run denote the proton and neutron 
masses, respectively. in Equation (3.15) is a two-body point amplitude for 
elastic scattering of the deuteron, considered point-like, by the interaction between 
the proton and the target nucleus, UpA>
I t  can be seen that the special lim it of the adiabatic theory reduces the three-body 
problem to the two-body one. Calculations of TpJ/^  are thus much simpler than those 
of the Glauber three-body amplitude. This is the advantage that makes it  an excel­
lent tool for checking calculations of the three-body Glauber model. By performing 
a Glauber three-body breakup calculation, with the interaction UnA switched off, 
the results can then be compared with those using the adiabatic amplitude T ^ .
Below, we calculate, as an example, triple differential cross-sections for 260 MeV 
deuteron s-wave breakup on a target. The adiabatic s-wave breakup amplitude 
of Equation (3.15) is then given by
K'k') =  F ‘r= '’(q)T/^{K ^  K'), (3.17)
where given by
J  d r  u r ( r ) Y o o { f ) u o { r ) Y o o { f ) e ‘ '>'‘ ’‘ ^ r  (3.18)
The triple differential cross-section, in the CM frame, for detecting a proton and 
a neutron having the relative energy e', with their centre-of-mass moving in the 
direction of K ', Figure 3.1, is given by (see Appendix A.2)
I f  I C ' " - I - .(•■), (3 ...)
where p is the density of states, given by
P(^') =  (3.20)
and where the p — n relative energy e' is related to the p — n relative wavenumber 
k ' by
e' =  g - .  (3.21)^Ppn
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ppn is the reduced mass of the p — n system, ppn — mpmn/{nip +  m„), and p j — 
{rrip 4- nin)'mA/{rrip +  +  m^) is the reduced mass in the final state. and Qki
are the solid angles for the directions of K ' and Id, respectively.
The deuteron and the p — n radial wave functions entering the calculations are 
calculated assuming the Hulthén potential [37],
(3.22)
The deuteron radial wave function is then [37]
Uo{r) _ yj2a{a +  P){2a +  P) e"“^(l -  e~^^) (3.23)/? r
a is related to the deuteron binding energy e by a =  ^2ppn | e \/h. The parameter 
(3 is determined by experiments [23], p =  6.225a.
The p-target and the n-target optical potentials are taken to be Schrodinger 
equivalents of Dirac optical potentials obtained from global fits [59], which reproduce 
the deuteron elastic scattering data at intermediate energy [51].
P
K
6n
Figure 3.1: Detecting p and n, having the relative energy e', with their centre of mass 
moving in the direction of K ', in the CM frame.
Comparisons between s-wave breakup calculations using the Glauber three-body 
amplitude of Equation (3.12), with UnA switched off, and those using the
adiabatic amplitude of Equation (3.17) are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
The discrepancy in the Glauber three-body calculation, in Figure 3.2, indicates 
the difficulty in computation of the Glauber three-body breakup amplitude at very
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Cu(d,pn) at 260 MeV
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0 10 200K- (deg)
Figure 3.2: S-wave breakup ca lcu la tions using the th re e -b od y  G laube r m ode l (d o tte d  
lin e ) and  the  a d ia b a tic  th e o ry  (so lid  line ), in  the  presence o f  bo th  and w ith  UnA 
sw itched  off. T he  p  — n  re la tive  energy e' — 0.5 M eV .
Cu(d,pn) at 260 MeV
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Figure 3.3: S-wave breakup ca lcu la tions  using the  th ree -body  G la ub e r m ode l (d o tte d  
lin e ) and  the  a d ia b a tic  th e o ry  (so lid  lin e ), w ith o u t the  C ou lom b in te ra c tio n . T he  p  — n  
re la tiv e  energy e' =  0.5 M eV .
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forward angles, in the presence of the Coulomb interaction. The result in Figure 3.2 
is calculated using the integration ranges of bR^ max =  90 fm, b^ m^ax =  50 fm. The 
discrepancy then improves but only very slowly when we increase the integration 
ranges.
3.4 Comparisons with experimental results
Two sets of data w ill be compared with the calculations in this section. Both sets 
of data are the deuteron breakup differential cross-sections, in which the proton 
and the neutron were detected in coincidence. The first set of data is for 260 MeV 
deuteron breakup on a (natural) Cu target [53], measured at the Indiana University 
Cycrotron Facility (lUCF). The second set is that of 270 MeV deuteron breakup on 
a target [26], measured at RIKEN. The two sets of cross-sections were measnred 
in different geometries. For the lUCF data, a proton and a neutron were detected 
on the opposite sides of the incident beam direction (Figure 3.4). For the RIKEN 
data, they were detected on the same side of the incident beam direction (Figure 
3.5). This is important here, since the geometries of the experiments determine the 
nature of the data. In the lUCF data, the detected proton and neutron can have 
high relative energies, particularly at large proton and neutron angles. In contrast, 
p — n relative energies in the RIKEN data are small. This point is crucial when the 
comparisons with the calculations, which assume s-wave breakup, are made, since 
the assumption of s-wave breakup is valid only when p —n relative energies are small.
For the calculations, the triple differential cross-section for detecting a proton 
and a neutron in coincidence, in the laboratory frame, is given by (see Appendix 
A .l), ^
where p is the density of states, given by
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\ n ^
k!r
Figure 3.4: Geometry of the lUGF experiments : detecting coincidence proton and neu­
tron on opposite sides of the incident beam direction.
K
A
\
Figure 3.5: Geometry of the RIKEN experiments : detecting coincidence proton and 
neutron on the same side of the incident beam direction.
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K f is the total wavenumber of the (p -f- n + A) system, given by
K f =  (3.26)
The superscripts Z/’s indicate the laboratory frame. The proton energy is given
by
flp and are the solid angles for the directions of the proton wavenumber, , 
and the neutron wavenumber, k^, respectively. The triple differential cross-section 
d^a/dEpdQpdQ^ is thus a function of the proton energy, Ep, the proton scattering 
angle, 9p, the neutron scattering angle, 9^, and the relative azimuthal angle between 
the proton and the neutron, pp^. Calculations of the differential cross-section for 
detecting a proton and a neutron on the opposite sides of the incident beam direction, 
the lUCF geometry, can be obtained by setting the p — n relative azimuthal angles 
Tpn — TC- Those for detecting a proton and a neutron on the same side of the incident 
beam direction, the RIKEN geometry, is thus obtained by setting cpp^  =  0. Details 
of kinematical relations used to evaluate this breakup coincidence cross-sections are 
given in Appendix A.3.
3.4.1 D etecting  p and n w ith  (ppn =  tt
When a proton and a neutron are detected on the opposite sides of the incident 
beam direction, their relative energies can be very high. This can be seen when the 
p — n relative energy e' is plotted against the proton energy Ep. The p — n relative 
energy is given by
(328)
where the p — n relative wavenumber k ' is related to the proton wavenumber k^ and 
the neutron wavenumber k^ by (Equation (A.20))
k' =  _  -  “ nkp), (3.29)
f f b p  " T  I f b j i
and where kp is related to Ep by Equation (3.27). In Equation (3.29), the neutron 
energy, hence the magnitude of the neutron wavenumber, is fixed by the energy
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conservation of the system, i.e.
E +  e =  E^ +  E^ +  ’^ ^ 2mA (3.30)
where E  and e are the incident energy and the deuteron binding energy, respectively, 
is the neutron energy, given by
=  2m, (3.31)
Figure 3.6 show the p ~ n  relative energy plotted against the proton energy, for 
some values of proton and neutron angles. It can be seen that e' is smallest at 
E^ around half the incident energy, and increases rapidly in both directions of the 
spectra. This is due to the fact that, at the values of the proton energy around half 
the incident energy, the proton and the neutron share approximately equal energies, 
and hence the smallest relative energy. The minima of e' range from e' 0 for 
very small proton and neutron angles, 9^ — 9^ =  1°, to s' % 4.5 MeV for 9p =  6°, 
9^ =  9°. Thus, contributions from >  0 breakup in the lUCF data cannot be 
assumed to be small.
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Figure 3.6: p — n relative energy as a function of proton energy, for (ppn =  tt.
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Figure 3.7 shows calculated triple differential cross-sections as a function of pro­
ton energy, together with the data [53]. Note that the data points are not normalised, 
the comparisons made in Figure 3.7 are thus qualitative only. I t  can be seen that 
the data clearly show signatures of other contributions, which are missing from the 
s-wave breakup calculations. The asymmetries of the data around the proton energy 
of about half the incident energy are clearly not taken into account in the s-wave 
breakup calculations. Furthermore, at small proton or neutron angles, the data also 
display double-peaked structures. The calculations clearly fail to reproduce these 
structures. The double-peaked structure at forward angles is expected to be a sig­
nature of Coulomb dipole breakup [53]. This dipole breakup is also claimed to be 
responsible for the same double-peaked structure in 56 MeV deuteron breakup data 
at forward angles [54]. Coulomb breakup w ill be the subject of the following chap­
ter. I t  w ill be seen that Coulomb breakup is the main mechanism of the deuteron 
breakup at very forward angles at 56, 140, and 270 MeV.
In Figure 3.8, the calculated s-wave breakup double differential cross-sections, 
integrated over proton energy, as a function of proton angle are presented in com­
parison with the data [53]. A ll calculations have to be multiplied by a uniform 
normalisation factor of 10, in order to reproduce the magnitudes of the data. The 
origin of this normalisation factor is not known. One possibility is contributions 
from >  0 breakup. In addition to the dipole breakup mentioned above, it  was 
also shown by Iseri et ai. [22], using CDCC calculations, that for the deuteron 
breakup reaction on a ^^Ni target at 80 MeV, d-wave breakup contributions are not 
small when p — n relative energies are large.
For the Coulomb interaction in the s-wave breakup calculations above, it  can 
be seen that its effects are to increase the cross-sections. Nuclear and Coulomb 
contributions here thus constructive. I t  w ill be seen in the following section that, 
for the other geometry - the RIKEN geometry, the result is the opposite. In Figure
3.7, the Coulomb interaction has largest effects at the proton energy around half 
the incident energy. For the cross-sections integrated over the proton energy, Figure
3.8, effects of the Coulomb interaction are largest at 9p ^  9!^ .
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Figure 3.7: T rip le  d iffe re n tia l cross-sections as a fu n c tio n  o f  p ro to n  energy fo r  260 M e V  
deu teron  b reakup  on a ta rget. T he  da ta  are on a n a tu ra l C u  ta rge t. T he  G la ub e r  
th re e -b o d y  s-wave b reakup  ca lcu la tions, in  the  presence and absence o f  the  C ou lom b  
in te ra c tio n , are shown w ith  the  so lid  lines and  d o tte d  lines, respective ly. 9 p = l- 6  ind ica te s  
the  sum  o f  the  cross-sections over p ro to n  angles fro m  l° -6 ° , w ith  1° increm ent. N o te  th a t  
the  d a ta  are ra w  counts and  n o t cross-sections.
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Figure 3.8: D oub le  d iffe re n tia l cross-sections, in teg ra ted  over p ro to n  energy, fo r  260 M e V  
deu teron  breakup  on a ta rget. T he  da ta  are on a n a tu ra l C u  ta rge t. T he  G la ub e r  
th re e -b o d y  s-wave breakup ca lcu la tions, in  the  presence and  absence o f  the  C ou lom b  
in te ra c tio n , are shown w ith  the  so lid  lines and d o tted  lines, respective ly. N o te  th a t a ll 
ca lcu la tio ns  are m u lt ip lie d  b y  a n o rm a lisa tio n  fa c to r 10.
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In summary, the s-wave breakup three-body Glauber calculations fail to de­
scribe the double-peaked structures in the data of triple differential cross-sections as 
a function of proton energy, in which they are expected to be the result of missing 
contributions from Coulomb dipole breakup. There are also indications that contri­
butions from >  0 breakup might be important in this set of data, where p — n 
relative energies are large.
The problem of Coulomb breakup w ill be investigated in Chapter 4, devoted to 
an adiabatic theory of Coulomb breakup. In the next section the Glauber s-wave 
breakup calculations w ill be compared with the other set of data, the RIKEN data. 
In this set of data, a proton and a neutron were detected with ppn =  0, and hence 
low p — n relative energies. These data are thus expected to be more suited for 
comparison with the s-wave breakup calculations.
3.4.2 D etecting  p and n w ith  ppn =  0
The triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 270 MeV 
deuteron breakup on a target have been measured at RIKEN [26]. The data 
were obtained for 3 sets of proton and neutron angles, 6p =  6^ =  4°, Bp =  9!^  =  7° 
and 9p — 9^ ~  10°. The 0° data at this energy exist, but w ill be presented in the 
next chapter.
In these RIKEN experiments a proton and a neutron were detected on the same 
side of the incident beam. Since the detected proton and neutron are close together, 
their relative energy is expected to be small. Figure 3.9 shows e' ploted against Ep 
for 9p =  9^ =  10°, using Equation (3.28) with <ppn =  0. I t  can be seen that E is 
very small for values of Ep about half the incident energy. A similar feature is also 
obtained for the other angles, 9p =  9^ — 4° and 9p =  9^ =  7°. Since values of the 
cross-sections are largest at this Ep, about half the incident energy, s-wave breakup 
calculations are expected to be sufficient to describe the data.
The Glauber three-body s-wave breakup calculations are shown in comparison 
with the data in Figure 3.11. For these data, > 0 breakup contributions are 
expected to be small. Also, scattering angles are reasonably large, in the sense that
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Figure 3.9: p — n relative energy as a function of proton energy, for (ppn =  0
Coulomb dipole breakup contributions can also be expected to be small.
Two sets of calculations are shown in Figure 3.11, using two different sources of 
nucleon-nucleus optical potentials. The long-dashed lines use Schrodinger equiv­
alents of Dirac optical potentials taken from global fits [59] and the solid lines 
use Wood-Saxon form potentials [60], with parameters used in DWBA analyses of 
deuteron breakup data [26], including the data shown here. The calculations using 
the Wood-Saxon potentials give results with slightly smaller magnitudes than those 
using the Dirac potentials. This difference arises from the difference between the 
strengths of the imaginary parts of these two sets of potentials. The Dirac potentials 
have much smaller imaginary parts relative to their real parts while the Wood-Saxon 
potentials have the imaginary parts approximately twice as strong as the real parts. 
Plots of the two sets of potentials are shown in Figure 3.10. Overall, the results 
show that these choices of the optical potentials have relatively small effects on the 
cross-sections.
It  can be seen from the comparisons in Figure 3.11 that both sets of calcula­
tions describe the data fairly well. Here, and contrary with the lUCF data, no
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normalisation factors are needed in order to reproduce the magnitudes of the data. 
Nevertheless, asymmetry structures similar to those in the lUCF data also appear 
in these RIKEN data at 9^ =  9^ =  4° and 9 ^  =  9 ^  =  7 ° , which the calculations fail 
to reproduce.
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Figure 3.10: N -^ ^ C  o p tic a l p o te n tia ls  a t 135 M e V /A . Schrod inger equ iva len ts o f  D ira c  
o p tic a l p o te n tia ls  (taken fro m  g loba l f its )  fo r  the p ro to n  are shown b y  the  so lid  lin e  (rea l 
p a r t)  and  the  d o tte d  lin e  ( im a g in a ry  p a r t) ,  and fo r  the neu tro n  by  the  dashed lin e  (rea l 
p a r t)  and  the  dot-dashed lin e  ( im a g in a ry  p a r t) .  The W ood-Saxon fo rm  p o te n tia l, the  
same fo r  the  p ro to n  and the  neu tron , is  shown by  the  th ic k  so lid  lin e  (rea l p a r t)  and  the  
th ic k  d o tte d  lin e  ( im a g in a ry  p a r t) . See te x t fo r  references.
Figure 3.11 also shows effects of the Coulomb interaction. I t  can be seen that, in 
contrast to those in the lUCF data of the previous section, effects of the Coulomb 
interaction here are to reduce the cross-sections. Nuclear and Coulomb contributions 
for this geometry thus interfere destructively.
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Figure 3.11: Triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 270 MeV 
deuteron breakup on a target at Op = 9^ = 4°, T and 10°, (ppn ~  0. The s-wave 
breakup three-body Glauber calculations are shown in comparison to the data. The solid 
and the long-dashed lines are the calculations using the optical potentials of the Wood- 
Saxon form and the Schrodinger equivalents of Dirac optical potentials taken from global 
fits, respectively (see text for references). The dotted lines are the calculations (using the 
Dirac potentials) without the Coulomb interaction.
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3.5 Estimate non-s-wave breakup contributions
In this section the adiabatic theory in a special lim it, discussed in Chapter 4, is 
applied again to estimate >  0 breakup contributions in the deuteron breakup 
reaction above. We recall that this special lim it of the adiabatic theory was already 
applied previously, in Section 3.3, for computational checks of Glauber three-body 
calculations.
Unlike Coulomb breakup (Chapter 4), calculations here involve nuclear breakup. 
Since the p-target and n-target nuclear interactions have similar strengths, the re­
quirement of the special lim it of the adiabatic theory, that one of the interactions 
UpA or UnA can be neglected, is obviously not fulfilled here. In the case of deuteron 
nuclear breakup, s-wave and d-wave breakup contributions should dominate, and we 
would expect U^a ^nA to have approximately equal effects on the calculations 
of the cross-sections. We discuss this point in more detail in Section 3.5.2.
This technique is interesting in itself, and can be very useful for applications 
elsewhere. Below, the technique is first formulated and then the results are applied.
3.5.1 Form ulation
We recall again the breakup amplitude T^a d  Equation (3.15),
T ^ f iK  K ', k') =  F^,{q)T^A^  ^  K '), (3.32)
where the form-factor Ek' is given by Equation 3.16.
The importance of contributions from > 0 breakup can be estimated by 
considering the ratio of the square modulus of the amplitude for several to that 
of the s-wave. The ratio is then given by
ro =1 r  /  I r ,  (3.33)
p^n
where is the adiabatic amplitude of Equation (3.32), in which the p—n system
has the relative orbital angular momentum Ip .^ Due, however, to the factorised 
form of T^Ai the ratio of the amplitudes is just the ratio of the form-factors. Thus,
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Equation (3.33) can also be written
ro =1 E X ? "  I' /  I f 'k r - "  (3.34)
p^n
I'where, similarly, is the form-factor, in which the p — n system has the relative 
orbital angular momentum
The ratio ro can then be evaluated using the partial wave expansion,
(3-35)
a a
Substituting the deuteron wave function of Equation (3.3), the p — n wave function
of Equation (3.5) and the expansion (3.35) into Fk/, Equation (3.16), gives
F ;- " - (q )  =  4 7 rE (;;„A ;„4 „a ;„ i \ j'M ')( -) 'S ’n “+‘-
X J d ü r  Y i:^^x»Jf)yaa{f)Yoo{f)
=  I \ f W )
X  Y i , ^ y . ^ { g ) Y l , , J k V i ' J l n p g ) ,  (3.36)
where is given by
h ' ^ i l n r q )  =  / *  '■\„(7np5»-)uf^Jr)«o(r), (3.37)
and where the following orthogonality relations were used,
r  ( — ) ^pn
J  dQr (^ )la a :(^ )lo o (f ) =  (3.38)
and
(3.39)
The sum in Equation (3.36) is over all quantum numbers, except and ad- cfd 
and are written in the superscripts of the form-factor Tk' (for clarity) when it 
is summed over final spins and averaged over initial spins.
Summing over final spins and averaging over initial spins, the ratio ro of Equation 
(3.34) is then
To = E  I E-Pk?"’""""'' IV  E  1 1^ . (3.40)
^pn^d ^pn ^pn^d
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From Equation (3.36), the form-factor summed over the spin projections is thus
p^n p^n
X (i'A'sp„(Tp„ I j'm')(i'A"s;„(T"„ I j'm ')
^ l^pni'ynpÇ)^L'{'ynpÇ)j (3.41)
where the sum is over all quantum numbers. I l ' is given by
lL>(7npq) =  j  dr r^Jz,/(?Tipgr)ug'(r)t^o(r). (3.42)
Using the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and spherical harmonics [69], 
the following relations are obtained,
E  {l'mKn^>'pn I J'M 'W pnKn^^'ln  I J'M ')(L 'A ' |  fm ')
x{L 'M 's '^a;, I j 'm ’) = J ' '^ j ' \ l '  -  A'l'^X'^ | bfS)
x(L ' -  I bp)[W iJ 'L 'j'l'^; a;,6)]^(3.43)
L'VE  (-)^' (i '  -  a'/;„a;„ i b m ix 'J k ')Y v ^ ,{9 )  =  \
A^ „A' v4w6
(3.44)
and
f i l l
E  (-) ''" (l ' - a " / ; „a;'„ i 6i9)y,.„A»„(«)U*A«(?) =  160)%Xg), (3.4s)
where W  is the Racah coefficient [69]. J' is defined as J ' — a/2 J ‘ +  1, and similarly 
for y , L', and 6.
Equation (3.41) is then
E  l E f ’k?”’"'”"'P  = E  [(L'o;;„o |
p^n
Using the relation
X (7np<7)/2-(7np9)nM*"')>"6^(9)<3.46)
E  % (Â ')% ^(g) =  f - n ( c o s  <%,), (3.47)
/3
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we obtain
p^n p^n
X (3.48)
where Pj,(cos <^,) is the Legendre polynomial and <J/ denotes the angle between 
the vectors q and k \  The sum on the RHS of Equation (3.48) is over all quantum 
numbers, cos <^, can be obtained from the dot-product q- k' =  (K  — K ') • k% where 
K ' and k' are given by Equations (A. 18) and (A.20).
Substituting the result (3.48) into Equation (3.40), contributions from Ip^-wave 
breakup can thus be estimated. In the next section, this technique w ill be used to 
estimate nuclear d-wave breakup contributions in the data analysed in the preceding 
sections.
3.5.2 N uclear d-wave breakup contributions
I t  has been shown by Iseri et ai. [22] that, for 80 MeV deuteron breakup reaction 
on a ^^Ni target, d-wave breakup contributions are large, particularly at high p — n 
relative energies. Therefore, it  would be interesting to see effects of d-wave breakup 
at the higher incident energies here. Thus, the technique formulated in the previous 
section is applied to estimate nuclear d-wave breakup contributions in the data 
analysed in this chapter.
To see the effects of contributions from each partial-wave breakup, we expand the 
(nuclear) interactions C /^(R —7 „pr) and UnAO^-^JnpT^), in the adiabatic Schrodinger 
equation (2.6), in Taylor series,
-  7npr) =  % ( R )  -  7npr • V R [% (R ) +  i(7 „^ r  • V « ) ' D % ( R ) (3.49)
and
Un/l(I^ +  7npl') =  Un^(R) +  Jnp  ^■ VijC/nA(R) +  ^ (V^p  ^• Vi?)^t/nA(R) +  • • • • (3.50) 
Thus,
U^ A +  UnA =  [% ( R )  +  % A(R)] +  7.pr . V « [% ^(R ) -  7% (R)]
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+  2(7n,p  ^' + -----  (3.51)
I f  one assumes first-order breakup, the second term and the third term in the expan­
sion (3.51) give breakup matrix elements for excitation to odd-parity and even-parity 
states of the p — n system, respectively. The first term in the expansion does not 
contribute to the breakup process. For deuteron nuclear breakup, and U n  a  have 
similar strengths. The second term of the expansion (3.51), which includes dipole 
breakup, is thus very small. The main contributions therefore come from the third 
term in the expansion (3.51). Thus, if  first-order breakup is dominant and and 
UnA are similar, we would expect equal contributions to the breakup amplitudes 
from each interaction.
Figure 3.12 shows, for the RIKEN data of Section 3.4.2, comparisons between 
the calculations which include both and UnA (solid lines), and which one of them 
is absent (dotted and dashed lines). The calculations use Schrodinger equivalents 
of Dirac optical potentials from global fits [59]. I t  can be seen that neglecting one 
of the interactions results in the cross-sections being reduced by about a factor of 
2.5. Figure 3.13 shows the same comparisons for those of the lUCF data of Section 
3.4.1. I t  can be seen that for this set of data the cross-sections are reduced by as 
much as a few orders of magnitude when one of the interactions is absent. This 
might indicate greater importance of higher order breakup in the geometry of the 
lUCF experiments than in that of the RIKEN ones. It would be interesting for a 
future work to further investigate this point.
Since neglect of one of the interactions results in dramatic changes of the cross- 
sections, this special lim it of the adiabatic theory cannot be expected to be reliable 
in the case of the lUCF data. Here, we thus consider the case of the RIKEN data 
only.
The d-wave breakup contributions can be estimated by calculating the ratio ro 
of Equation (3,40), for — 0 ,2 . This is given by
^ i^ „= 0 ,2  =  ^  I ^  P  /  ^  I |2_ (3,52)
0 - 'p n < ^ d  ^pn = 0 ,2  < ^ p n ^ d
where J2a>p^<rd I 1^ is given by Equation (3.48), in which is
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Figure 3.12: N uc le a r s-wave breakup ca lcu la tions, fo r  the R IK E N  data , when b o th  
and  UnA are inc lu de d  (so lid  lines), o n ly  UnA is  inc luded  (d o tte d  lines) and o n ly  U ^  is  
in c lu d e d  (dashed lines).
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Figure 3.13: Nuclear s-wave breakup calculations, for the lUCF data, when both 
and UnA are included (solid lines), only UnA is included (dotted lines) and only U^^ is 
included (dashed lines).
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V =0 2summed over 0 and 2. Figure 3.14 shows calculated values of the ratio , as a
function of proton energy. From the results, values of the ratio are about 1
when the proton energy is about half the incident energy and increases on both sides
of the spectra. In terms of the p — n relative energy e', at the proton energy about
half the incident energy, s' is minimal and very small (see Figure 3.9), and increases
V =0 2as the proton energy decreases or increases. Since the ratio Tq’” ’ represents the 
importance of d-wave breakup contributions relative to those of the s-wave breakup, 
the results in Figure 3.14 therefore show that, at low p — n relative energies, s-wave 
breakup is dominant and d-wave breakup is negligible. However, it  also confirms 
that, at high p — n relative energies, d-wave breakup contributions are large. This 
result is the same as that in the calculations of 80 MeV deuteron breakup on a ®®Ni 
target of Ref. [22], mentioned above.
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Figure 3.14: C alcu la ted  values o f  the  ra t io  fo r  the  R IK E N  data.
By this technique, the nuclear d-wave breakup contributions might be estimated
V = 0  2in the calculations of the cross-sections by multiplying the ratio ' with the 
Glauber three-body nuclear s-wave breakup calculations. The results are shown 
with the solid lines in Figure 3.15, where the Glauber nuclear s-wave breakup calcu­
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lations are shown with the long-dashed lines. I t  can be seen that effects of d-wave 
contributions are to broaden the cross-sections, but they do not contribute to the 
magnitudes at the peaks of the cross-sections. This is expected from the results of
[I = 0  2r j ’” ’ in Figure 3.14. Note that, in Figure 3.15, the Glauber three-body s-wave 
breakup calculations (including the Coulomb interaction) are also shown (dotted
lines) for comparison.
& 2 0
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Figure 3.15: T rip le  d iffe re n tia l cross-sections, as a fu n c tio n  o f  p ro to n  energy, fo r  the  
R IK E N  data . T he  G la ub e r th re e -b od y  nuc lea r s-wave breakup ca lcu la tions  are shown  
w ith  the  long-dashed lines, and  th e ir  p ro d u c ts  w ith  the  ra t io  w ith  the  so lid  lines.
T he  G la ub e r th re e -b od y  s-wave breakup ca lcu la tions  ( in c lu d in g  the  C ou lom b in te ra c tio n )  
are also shown (d o tte d  lines) fo r  com parison.
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We conclude that in this chapter we have formulated the Glauber three-body 
breakup transition amplitude. The calculations for deuteron breakup, assuming 
s-wave breakup, were compared to the experimental results. The calculations de­
scribed the data fairly well when p — n relative energies are small. Nevertheless, 
there are indications of Ip  ^ >  0 breakup contributions. We also presented the tech­
niques, using the special lim it of the adiabatic theory, for computational checks of 
the Glauber three-body calculations and for estimation of > 0 contributions.
The works presented here provide a starting point for future work. The Glauber 
three-body breakup formalism presented here is general. The deuteron breakup data 
above can be further investigated by performing calculations that include > 0  
breakup. These involve more nested integrals and couplings of angular momenta, 
and thus require more complicated numerical procedures and longer computing 
times. The formalism presented can also be applied to investigate breakup of halo 
nuclei in the future.
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C hapter 4 
A diabatic theory o f Coulom b  
breakup
In the preceding chapter the three-body Glauber model was applied to the deuteron 
breakup reaction. The numerical calculations, for s-wave breakup, were compared 
with experimental results. I t  was seen that the s-wave breakup calculations failed to 
describe the double-peaked structure of the breakup triple differential cross-sections 
as a function of proton energy. This double-peaked structure is claimed to be a 
signature of Coulomb dipole breakup [53]. I t  has also been observed in the data of 
the deuteron breakup at forward angles at 56 MeV incident energy [54]. Since then, 
it  has been a topic of interest in recent years. New experiments of deuteron breakup 
at forward angles, on several targets at two energies, have been performed at RIKEN 
to investigate this mechanism. Therefore, it  is of special interest, from a theoretical 
point of view, to have a model which is sufficient to study such a mechanism.
In fact, the problem of Coulomb breakup has been the subject of interest for a 
very long time. Extensive studies have been developed in the scheme of semiclassical 
descriptions of Coulomb excitation [65]. Recent developments of such semiclassical 
approaches are presented, e.g., in Refs. [6 6 , 67]. On the other hand, quantum me­
chanical approaches have been developed in the scheme of the DWBA theory. Baur 
and Trautmann calculated the Coulomb breakup of the deuteron using the DWBA 
method, with an additional approximation. They modified the deuteron distorted
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wave by replacing its CM coordinate by the proton coordinate [37]. Banerjee and 
Shy am performed zero-range DWBA calculations for breakup of halo nuclei [42]. 
In this Chapter, an alternative approach - namely the adiabatic theory, w ill be de­
veloped to investigate the Coulomb breakup process. The relationship to previous 
works, the DWBA approaches, w ill also be clarified in this Chapter.
The exact solution of the three-body Schrodinger equation in the adiabatic the­
ory, in a special lim it, was formulated by Johnson et al. [58] to describe effects of 
breakup on elastic scattering of halo nuclei. The model makes two assumptions - 
(i) that the dominant projectile breakup configurations are in the low-energy con­
tinuum and (ii) that a valence particle does not interact with the target nucleus. 
Assumption (i) is the adiabatic approximation, as already discussed in Chapter 2 . 
Assumption (ii), the special lim it, provides an exact solution of the problem. For 
the Coulomb breakup of a projectile comprising a bound charged core and a neutral 
valence, assumption (ii) is thus obviously not necessary if  strong interactions are 
neglected. An outline of the model is given in the next section. I t  w ill be seen that, 
w ithin the adiabatic approximation, this model gives a closed form for the Coulomb 
breakup transition amplitude. This result w ill be compared to those of the DWBA 
approaches. Comparisons of calculations with high precision deuteron breakup data 
are made. Note that the results presented in this chapter have also been published 
[45, 46].
4.1 The adiabatic theory in a special limit
For Coulomb interaction induced breakup of a projectile a, comprising a charged 
core, c, and a neutral valence particle, v, (Figure 1.1) the interaction involved in the 
breakup process is just the Coulomb interaction between the core and the target 
nucleus, f / ^ .  The valence particle is removed therefore only by being shaken from 
the core due to the core recoil. The Schrodinger equation satisfied by the exact 
three-body wave function 4/^  ^ is therefore
[Tr +  U S i Ç R  -  7„,r) +  % .(r ) -  r) =  0, (4.1)
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where is the valence to projectile mass ratio, +  m j.  The three-
body wave function  ^ satisfies the incident wave boundary condition
 ^ +  outgoing waves, (4.2)
where (pa is the projectile ground state wave function satisfying the Schrodinger 
equation (2.5). The incident plane wave boundary condition is, of course, strictly 
not valid for the long-range Coulomb problem. It  can however be justified using the 
same screened Coulomb assumptions, as were discussed in Chapter 2  in the context 
of the Clauber theory.
4.1.1 T he  ad iabatic wave function
Under the condition such that the ground state energy of the projectile is much 
smaller than the incident energy, e <C E, the adiabatic approximation, discussed 
in Chapter 2, can be applied to the Schrodinger equation (4.1). Thus the internal 
Hamiltonian Hcv is replaced by e. The adiabatic approximation to the three-body 
Schrodinger equation (4.1) then reads
[T r +  C/C(R -  7 „,r) -  (R, r) =  0, (4.3)
where É =  E — e is, the CM incident energy. The exact three body wave function 
 ^ is thus approximated as
4/W(R, r) f  {+>(R, r) =  0„(r)4+>(R, r). (4.4)
To solve Equation (4.3), the operator ?7r,(x), which translates the variable R  through 
—X, is introduced; U r(x ) =  exp(—x  • V r) .  The potential operator U ^ (tc) in Equa­
tion (4.3) can thus be expressed as
U?A (R  -  7»cr) =  % ( 7 .c r)[/^ (R )( 7 &(7 «.r). (4.5)
By Equation (4.5) and the properties of the operator UR(7 wcr), [%R, UR(7 ^cr)] =  0 
and U rU r =  1, Equation (4.3) is equivalent to
[T r  +  U^ÇR) -  È][(7^(7«.r)v|^)(R,r)] =  0. (4.6)
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Clearly, the most general solution C/^(7 „cr)'0 i^^(R, r) has a product form of an 
arbitrary function of the core-valence coordinates, and a projectile distorted
wave, x^^(R ), i.e.
^&(7«cr)Vg')(R ,r) =  JF (r)xW (R ), (4.7)
where  ^(R) is the solution of the two-body Schrodinger equation
[2k +  [ /^ (R )  -  ^]%1^)(R) =  0. (4.8)
Xk   ^ is a two-body Coulomb distorted wave describing the scattering of the projectile
of mass mo, considered point-like, by the core-target Coulomb interaction By
Equation (4.7), the adiabatic wave function is therefore
# ) ( R ,  r) =  . f ( r ) [ % ( 7«cr)x;^)(R)] =  :^(r)xL"'’ {r=), (4.9)
where the projectile distorted wave is now evaluated at the position of the core 
particle =  R  —
As for the arbitrary function E {r), it  must be chosen so that the three-body wave 
function satisfies the incident wave boundary condition (4.2). The boundary 
condition satisfied by Xk  ^(^c) is
XkH*'c) =  e*K-(R-7 Rcr) outgoing waves. (4.10)
Thus, by Equations (4.10), (4.4) and (4.9), in order that satisfies the required 
boundary condition (4.2), jF(r) must take the form
.F(r) =  exp(z7 „cK • r). (4.11)
The solution '0^^ of Equation (4.3) is therefore [58]
4+ > (R , r) =  (4.12)
and the exact solution of the adiabatic three-body Schrodinger equation (4.1) is
=  0a(r)exp(^7„cK • r)xK^(rc). (4.13)
I t  is important to emphasise that, only the adiabatic approximation, and no other 
approximations, has been assumed. The wave function 4/^  ^ therefore retains breakup
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components, via its complicated dependence on r  in the exponential factor exp(^7 ycK- 
r) and the distorted wave (R — 'jvc^) •
In the following section, the adiabatic wave function w ill be used to con­
struct the quantum mechanical transition amplitude of the Coulomb breakup pro­
cess. The most appropriate form of the breakup transition amplitude to be used 
with w ill be discussed.
4.1 .2 B reakup  am plitudes
Having obtained the adiabatic wave function it  is quite straightforward to
write down the breakup amplitude. One such an amplitude is that used in Section 
3.3, i.e.
^  K 'k ')  =  (ÿ H  ,K ' I %  I
X  (4.14)
Making change of the integration variable from R  to gives
T ^ ( K  K 'k ') =  jd v  ^y :,(r),^ „(r)e ‘->'~("^-K')-
X / d r ,  (4.15)
The factorised structure of makes it  very attractive, from a computational 
point of view. The first integral in is just a form-factor of the projectile and 
the second integral is seen to be just a two-body point amplitude. The adiabatic 
model thus reduces the three-body problem to the two-body one, while still retains 
all breakup components. The amplitude (4.15) is the form used to study elastic 
scattering by Johnson et a l [58], in which becomes 0^. One recalls that
was already presented in Section 3.3. I t  was then used as a probe for computational
checks of the three-body Glauber calculations. I t  was also applied again in Section 
3.5 to estimate non-s-wave breakup contributions in the {d,pn) reaction.
To use the adiabatic wave function  ^ to calculate the Coulomb breakup prob­
lem, however, validity of in some regions of the six-dimensional R  and r  spaces
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has to be carefully considered. The form of the transition amplitude then has to 
be chosen appropriately. The presence of the ground state wave function 0o causes 
the wave function 0 ^^ to vanish exponentially in large core-valence particle sep­
aration regions. Since these regions contain some breakup channels,  ^ is thus 
clearly inaccurate. Hence, the form of the breakup amplitude such as that written 
in Equation (4.15) is clearly not suitable in this case, due to the presence of the 
long-range Coulomb interaction. W ith this in mind, the appropriate form of the 
transition amplitude is the post-form breakup amplitude of Equation (1.4), namely
=  JdK jdv  r), (4.16)
where is a core fragment Coulomb distorted wave. The breakup amplitude 
does not require in the regions that it  is not accurate. This is due to 
the presence of Ww in the integral in (4.16), which involves only small core-valence 
separation regions. Substituting the adiabatic wave function  ^ gives
T i° (K - ) -k ,k „ )  =  | d R y  rfr e -“‘«-^-xfc>*(r„)ye.(r)
X  (^.(r)e '^-K-^x^'(r.). (4.17)
Making change of the integration variable from R  to r^, and note that R^ =  ^Ac^c+r, 
is then factorised exactly as
T j" '(K  -4. k .,k ,)  =  (P . I I < ^ . ) r ( Q m X l ; '  I (4.18)
where and Q^ , are given by
Pu =  ky ~ 7 ucK (4.19)
and
Qu ~  TAcku. (4.20)
The structure of displays mechanisms of the breakup process it  represents. The
projectile vertex function (P ,^ | Vcv | 0 a) represents the transfer of momentum from
the projectile ground state to the valence particle through the interaction Wu, since 
the factor 7 ,^cK in P^ is just the fraction of the projectile momentum carried by the
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valence particle v. This vertex function can be evaluated once the model structure of 
the projectile is chosen. The second term, ( Q u , X k I ^  I contains the overlap of
the three scattering wave functions. A ll dynamics of the reaction are thus contained 
in this term. I t  can be expressed in terms of the bremstrahlung integral [37, 61] and 
can be easily evaluated.
It  is worth emphasising here that the adiabatic wave function is used in the 
breakup amplitude without any further approximation. I t  includes all Coulomb 
multipolarities, multistep processes and final state interactions.
4.2 Relationship to DW BA approaches
Structures similar to the adiabatic breakup amplitude of Equation (4.18) have been 
obtained in the literature, e.g. [37, 42], in the framework of the DWBA. However, 
those approaches are distinct from the adiabatic theory method above, both in the 
breakup amplitudes and the physical contexts of the results [45, 46].
In the case of Coulomb breakup, the post-form DWBA breakup transition am­
plitude is given by
k,k„) = jd R  jdv  (rJF„,(r)x^’(R)0d(r), (4-21)
where, as in Equation (1.9), the exact wave function has been replaced by the 
product of the projectile Coulomb distorted wave and the projectile ground state 
wave function, %K^R)0d(r)- For a realistic, finite range is the finite-
range DWBA breakup amplitude. As mentioned in Chapter 1, to date, it  has not 
been evaluated. Further approximations, which involve approximate treatments of 
the finite-range of have been made. In the following sections these methods, 
and the relationships to the results from the adiabatic theory, w ill be clarified.
4.2.1 M e th o d  of zero-range D W B A
For the interaction Vcv with a finite range Tcv, the zero-range approximation to the 
DWBA amplitude assumes ~  0. In effect, this replaces the product Wu0a
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in the DWBA amplitude of Equation (4.21) by a delta function, as in (1.10). The 
zero-range approximation to the DWBA breakup amplitude of Equation
(4.21) is then
kck„) =  D o J d R
=  ( 0 |F c | « { Q „ x L 7 | x ?^'>- (4.22)
As a result, the zero-range approximation gives the DWBA breakup amplitude with 
a structure similar to that from the adiabatic theory of Equation (4.18). The im­
portant difference of the two approaches is that in the projectile vertex
function, which becomes the zero-range strength Do, is evaluated at zero momen­
tum transfer, =  0. The result (4.22) has been applied to breakup calculations of 
halo nuclei and some successful comparisons with data were obtained [42]. However, 
it  must be clarified that the success of the zero-range DWBA calculations using the 
amplitude above may be misleading. I t  has been pointed out [45, 46] that
the zero-range treatment above is difiicult to justify in the range of energies involved 
in the calculations, particularly for halo nuclei.
To consider the physical justification of the zero-range approximation (1.10), we 
need to consider characteristic lengths A associated with the distorted waves entering 
of Equation (4.21). Clearly, the zero-range approximation to can
be justified i f  [46]
A 3> T'eu. (4.23)
In the case of the deuteron breakup reaction, in which the range of Vcv is the smallest 
encountered, the physical p — n interaction has the range Tcv ~  1.4 fm. On the other 
hand, for intermediate energy scattering, at say 100 MeV, the wavelength of the 
incident deuteron is about 2 fm. Thus, the lengths A associated with the distorted 
waves certainly do not fulfil the condition (4.23). The situation w ill be even worse for 
heavier projectiles, such as halo nuclei, where Tcv is larger and the A are smaller than 
those of the deuteron. Therefore, is not expected to be a good approximation
to the DWBA amplitude
Fortuitously however, as we have seen, the result of the zero-range
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DWBA is equal to the approximation to the adiabatic amplitude of Equa­
tion (4.18); in which the projectile vertex function is evaluated at zero momentum 
transfer, =  0. This P^ , =  0 approximation to turns out to be a rather 
good approximation. This is due to the presence of the factor 7 „cK in P„, Equation 
(4.19), which causes | P,, | to take only small values. The success of the zero-range 
calculations above, e.g. in [42], may well result from the fact that 2 ^ ^ " ^  is, fortu­
itously, a good approximation to the adiabatic breakup amplitude 2 ^ ^ ,  rather than 
to the DWBA amplitude
4.2.2 M e th o d  of B a u r and T rau tm ann
Baur and Trautmann [37] introduced an alternative approximation to the DWBA 
breakup amplitude of Equation (4.21). The method also gives a breakup
amplitude with the structure similar to that of of Equation (4.18). The ap­
proximation replaces the coordinate R  in the projectile distorted wave by the core 
fragment coordinate r^, i.e.
x g 'k R ) (4.24)
The authors justified the approximation by the argument that the modified distorted 
wave \rc )  describes the deuteron in which the proton has a greater probability 
of being further away from the target nucleus than the neutron, due to effects 
of the Coulomb potential. Alternatively, the replacement (4.24) can be seen as 
approximating the exact three-body wave function by
$ W (R ,r ) ^ ^ . ( r )% W ( r , ) .  (4.25)
Comparing this result to the adiabatic wave function  ^ of Equation (4.13), i t  can 
be seen that the exponential factor exp(z7 ,^cK • r) is absent. This approximation 
thus leads to the breakup amplitude
T « ’ ’ (K  -> kck,) =  I  d R  I  d r  e -* '^ ' ‘ - ^ x V { r , ) V „ { r ) M ^ ) x ^ \ ^ c ) ,  (4.26)
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which is finally equal to the adiabatic amplitude in Equation (4.17), but without 
the factor exp(z7 ,^cK • r). Thus, it  follows that
T ^ ^ ( K  - 7  k „  k „ )  =  ( k „  I V , ,  I , f ia ) ( Q v ,  x L '  I ( 4 . 2 7 )
Again, the result looks very similar to of the adiabatic theory. The important 
difference between the two results is that the projectile vertex, the first integral, in 
is evaluated at the valence fragment wavenumber k„ - and not the momentum 
transfer as in The original motivation of this Baur-Trautmann method
in Ref. [37] was to describe Coulomb breakup of the deuteron at sub-Coulomb 
barrier energies. In that region of low energies, the values of | k^ , | are small, hence 
(ku I Vcv I 0 a ) ~  ( 0  I Vcv I 0 a ) =  Dq. Thus, in that case the
zero-range DWBA amplitude. However, at the energies of interest here, the values 
of k^ , for the deuteron breakup are large, in the range of 1 .0 - 2 . 0  fm~^, and the vertex 
function (k^ , | Vcv I 0 a ) differs significantly from its k^ , 0  approximation [46]. The
differences w ill be even more severe in the case of halo nuclei where the systems are 
more loosely bound. It is therefore not reasonable to replace the vertex function 
(k„ I Vcv I 0 a ) by Do, as done in ref. [42].
The result (4.27) thus differs from the adiabatic amplitude by the factor of 
(ku I Vcv I 0a)/(Pu I Vcv I 0a). R was clcarly shown by Tostevin et ai. in [46] that, 
in the case of the deuteron breakup at 56, 140 and 270 MeV, these differences are 
significant and the method of Baur and Trautmann failed to describe the magnitudes 
of the data, while the adiabatic theory did so reasonably well.
I t  can be summarised here that, the Baur and Trautmann method gives the 
Coulomb breakup amplitude with similar structure to that of the adiabatic theory. 
However, at energies of interest here, differs significantly from both and
n n D W B A  
•^ c v ,Z R  •
4.3 Coulomb breakup of the deuteron
In this section, the adiabatic breakup amplitude is applied to Coulomb breakup 
of the deuteron. The core particle is therefore assigned to the proton (p) and the
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valence particle to the neutron (n) in the deuteron.
The adiabatic amplitude for Coulomb breakup of the deuteron can then be w rit­
ten as
^(d,pn)(R kpk„) — (Pn, I Vpn | ^d)r{Q,m XhJ I xk )^rp* (4.28)
(^d,pn) can be calculated without further approximations. The deuteron vertex 
function (P „ | Vpn | (pd) has no structural ambiguities, once the deuteron structure 
function model is given. In the calculations below, the Hulthén wave function, given 
explicitly in Ref. [37], is used for the deuteron wave function. The vertex function 
is then given by [37]
(p„ I Pp. I «  =  (4-29)
where Vq =  — V8Ïmfi^/(2/4pn)- o> is related to the deuteron binding energy e by 
a ~  \j2ppn I e \/h. The value of (3 is determined to reproduce the deuteron binding 
energy [23], /5 =  5.225a. The overlap of the two Coulomb scattering wave functions 
and the plane wave, (Qn>Xkÿ  ^ I Xk^)> can be written explicitly as [37, 61]
< Q» > I  XK') = + % )r(l + i%)/, (4.30)
where F is the Gamma function and % and r]d are the Sommerfeld parameters for 
the proton and the deuteron, respectively. I  is the bremsstrahlung integral given by
A=0
2 F i ( 1  -  irjd, 1 -  1; ^(0))], (4.31)
A=0
where 2 E1 is the hypergeometric function [62]. The functions B  and ^ are defined 
as
^(•^) =  g2 (ip X + i) (9'  -  2q • K  -  2 \K y ’"‘ ( f  +  2 q . k , -  2 k , \ ) ^ ,  (4.32)
+  K  • kp) -  2(q ' K  +  AiF)(q • kp -  Xkp) 
( f - 2 q . K - 2 A K ) ( f - k 2 q . k p - 2 A y  '
where
q =  K  — kp — Qyi. (4.34)
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dB 
+  1 \
i - r j p V d )  2F I {1 -  i7]d, l  -  irjp] 2; ^{Q))
4.4 Comparison with experimental results
In Chapter 3, the deuteron breakup differential cross-sections were calculated using 
the Glauber s-wave breakup amplitude. To calculate the differential cross-sections 
for Coulomb breakup of the deuteron, we recall the formula (3.24), but with the 
adiabatic amplitude (4.28),
_  2 'K p i  |2 f - p L  q L  p fL \  ( A  n r \A: '  ^  ^ b (4.35)
It is worth noting that, unlike in the Glauber breakup amplitude, here there is 
no partial wave expansion in the adiabatic amplitude Hence, the triple
differential cross-section (4.35) naturally includes all p — n partial waves.
In the following, the calculations w ill be compared with the data. First, the 
comparisons are made with the deuteron breakup data at forward angles. Op % 
^  0°, where Coulomb dipole breakup is expected to dominate. The adiabatic 
amplitude is then used to calculate Coulomb breakup contributions in the deuteron 
breakup cross-sections at 4°, 7° and 10° discussed in Section 3.4.2.
4.4.1 0° breakup
Deuteron breakup data at forward angles on several targets were measured at RCNP, 
Osaka, at 56 MeV [54] and at RIKEN, Saitama, at 140 and 270 MeV [26] incident 
energies. The targets were ^^C, ^°Ca, ^®Zr and ^^^Pb at 56 MeV and ^^C, ^®Si, ^®Ca, 
90zr, i®^Ho and ^°^Pb at 140 and 270 MeV. The data were obtained in a
kinematical condition of ^  ^  0°. This means the proton and the neutron
detectors are centred about 0^ — — 0 ° and have finite solid angle acceptances.
However, though the detector solid angle acceptances are small, they w ill be seen to 
have significant effects. Details of the proton and the neutron detector solid angle 
acceptances and shapes are given in Table 4.1, and also in Refs. [26, 45, 46].
I t  is found that, in all cases, the small neutron detector solid angle acceptances 
have very small effects on the calculated differential cross-sections, O!^  — 0 ° is thus 
assumed for the calculations. On the other hand, the proton detector solid angle
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Energy (MeV) A O ^ (msr) A O j; (msr)
56 5.6
(75^x75^ mrad^ 
square geometry)
0 . 8 8
(circular geometry)
140 7.2
(60^x120^ mrad^ 
rectangular geometry)
0.45
(circular geometry)
270 7.2
(60^x120^ mrad^ 
rectangular geometry)
0.48
(square geometry)
Table 4,1: Solid angle acceptances for the proton and neutron detectors
acceptances are of significant sizes. They cover the proton angles as large as 9p 
3.5° at 140 and 270 MeV, and 9p % 2 .2 ° at 56 MeV. The calculated cross-sections 
are found to vary very rapidly at forward angles, as is shown in Figure 4.1. In 
the figure the calculated triple differential cross-sections are shown at 9^ — 0 ° and 
at various values of 9p near 0°. One can see that the cross-sections near 9p =  0° 
behave very differently at different incident energies and for different targets. In all 
cases, they vary rapidly with the proton angles. To make comparison with the data, 
it  is thus necessary that the calculations be averaged over the detector solid angle 
acceptances. The calculated cross-sections to be shown below are thus the cross- 
sections averaged over the proton solid angles . The averaged cross-section is 
given by
d^a{ave)
A Q i L d ù i d^a (4.36)
In the results, the three-body Glauber nuclear s-wave breakup calculations of 
Equation (3.24) are also shown for comparison. Unlike the Coulomb breakup cases, 
the calculated nuclear breakup cross-sections are found to vary slowly near 0°. Thus, 
the nuclear breakup calculations shown in the following sections are the triple dif­
ferential cross-sections at =  0 °, without averaging over the detector solid
angles. Sensitivity of the nuclear breakup cross-sections near 0 ° for the three inci­
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dent energies are shown in Figure 4.2, in the same fashion as those of the Coulomb 
cases.
However, before making comparison with the calculations, it  is worth under­
standing general features of the data. Most of the triple differential cross-section 
data at forward angles show the same general feature - a (non-symmetric) double­
peaked structure, as a function of proton energy. To understand this, the Coulomb 
interaction b% (R — 7 uci*) in the adiabatic Schrodinger Equation (4.3) may be ex­
panded in Taylor series,
-  Ivcr) =  C^ca(R) -  7.cr • V rC /S (R ) +  i(7™ r • V R ) ' a ^ ( R ) (4.37)
The first term on the RHS of Equation (4.37) does not contribute to the breakup 
process. The second term, hence the dipole term, is dictated by the value of 'y^ c and 
the gradient of while the third term depends on 7 ^^  and V rD ^ (R ) . For the 
Coulomb interaction C/^, which varies slowly, the dipole term is therefore the main 
contributor in the Coulomb breakup process. The double-peaked structure can be 
understood by considering effects of the dipole term in the expansion (4.37). Oka- 
mura et ai. [26] show that, by assuming the pure dipole term of the interaction and 
a plane wave for the p ~ n  scattering wave function in the prior-form DWBA transi­
tion amplitude of Equation (1.7), one obtains differential cross-sections with
symmetric double-peaked structures, with the minima at zero p — n relative energy. 
This indicates that, as well as generating the dominant breakup contributions, the 
dipole term is also responsible for the double-peaked structure. However, using the 
DWBA amplitude, assuming the pure dipole term and a plane wave for the p — n 
relative wave function, one neglects three-body effects, other multipole terms, and 
the p — n interaction in the final state. Therefore, the fact that the double-peaked 
structures observed in the data are not symmetric also indicates the significance of at 
least one of these neglected ingredients in the dipole prior-form DWBA amplitude.
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Figure 4.1: Coulomb breakup calculations for deuteron breakup at 0^ =  0 ° and various 
proton angles near 0°, on and ^^^Pb targets. The solid lines are the calculations 
averaged over the proton solid angles, the dotted lines are the calculations at Op = 0 °, the 
dashed lines are at Op =  1 °, and the long-dashed lines are at Op =2°.
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Figure 4.2: Glauber three-body s-wave nuclear breakup calculations for deuteron breakup 
at 9^ — 0° and various proton angles near 0°, on and targets. The dotted lines
are the calculations at Op = 0°, the dashed lines are at Op = 1°, and the long-dashed lines
axe at Op =2°.
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E = 56  M eV
Figure 4.3 shows the calculated breakup triple differential cross-sections as a func­
tion of proton energy at 56 MeV incident deuteron energy. The solid lines are the 
Coulomb breakup calculations using the adiabatic theory, averaged over the proton 
solid angle acceptances. Also shown for comparison (dotted lines) are the calcula­
tions of the s-wave nuclear breakup using the three-body Glauber model.
'Ca.
90.
Figure 4.3: Triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 56 MeV 
deuteron breakup at forward angles on various targets. The solid lines are the Coulomb 
breakup calculations by the adiabatic theory, averaged over the proton detector solid angle 
acceptances (see text for details). The dotted lines are the Glauber three-body nuclear 
s-wave breakup calculations at 0°.
The incident energy of 56 MeV is expected to be at the lower end of the energy 
range for the adiabatic approximation to be reliable [2 1 , 63]. Nevertheless, it  can be 
seen that the Coulomb breakup calculations describe the data reasonably well for
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the first three targets, ^°Ca and ^^Zr. The calculations are seen to reproduce the 
correct magnitudes of the cross-sections for these targets. The discrepancies at the 
lower half of the proton energy spectra may arise from missing nuclear interferences. 
I t  is also seen that Coulomb breakup is the dominant mechanism for these three 
targets. For the ^®^ Pb target, the situation seems to be the opposite. The Coulomb 
breakup calculations dramatically underestimate the data, by about a factor of four. 
On the other hand, the nuclear contributions are seen to be relatively large compared 
to the Coulomb ones. To see the picture clearly, the calculations for ^^ ®Sn and ®^®Ho 
are shown together with those for ®°Zr and ^°^Pb in Figure 4.4. I t  is seen that the
20Spb
Figure 4.4: Triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 56 MeV 
deuteron breakup at forward angles on various targets. The solid lines are the Coulomb 
breakup calculations of the adiabatic theory, averaged over the proton detector solid angle 
acceptances (see text for details). The dotted lines are the Glauber three-body s-wave 
nuclear breakup calculations at 0°.
magnitudes of the Coulomb breakup calculations decrease from ®°Zr towards ^°^Pb
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targets. These results suggest a greater relative importance of nuclear contributions 
on heavy targets at this energy. However, this target dependent behaviour of the 
Coulomb breakup also arises in part from the process of averaging over the detector 
solid angle acceptances. This topic was discussed in more detail, also for the 140 
and 270 MeV incident energies, in Ref. [46].
Here, some comments should be made about a distorted waves analysis of this set 
of data. The prior-form DWBA was used earlier by Samanta et al. [64] to analyse the 
data. They found that their Coulomb breakup calculations seriously overestimated 
the data. However, it  is now clarified that the calculations were not averaged over 
the detector solid angle acceptances. This is responsible for the overestimation of the 
data by their Coulomb breakup calculations. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, without 
averaging over the detector solid angles, the Coulomb breakup calculations at 0 ° 
w ill seriously overestimate the data for light targets (e.g. ^^C) and underestimate 
the data for heavy targets (e.g. ^^^Pb). Regarding the nuclear breakup calculations, 
the nuclear contributions were also found in Ref. [64] to be very large even for light 
targets. Additionally, the optical potentials were arbitrarily modified in order to 
reproduce the data. These results are contrary to the results obtained here. As is 
shown in Figure 4.3, the s-wave nuclear breakup contributions are relatively small 
for light targets and large for heavy targets.
E = 140  M eV
Figure 4.5 shows the calculations at 140 MeV incident deuteron energy in comparison 
with the experimental results. The Glauber s-wave nuclear breakup calculations are 
also shown (dotted lines), for comparison. The Coulomb breakup calculations (solid 
lines) are again averaged over the detector solid angles.
Magnitudes at the peaks of the Coulomb breakup cross-sections at this energy 
are seen to increase from light to heavy targets. It  is seen that at this energy the 
Coulomb breakup contributions dominate for all targets, unlike the 56 MeV case. 
The Coulomb breakup calculations describe the data with increasing quality when 
the target charge increases, as one would expect. Missing nuclear interferences are
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again most probably responsible for discrepancies in the lower half of the proton 
energy spectra and for filling the minima in the Coulomb breakup calculations.
E = 270  M eV
Calculations for 270 MeV incident deuteron energy are shown in Figure 4.6 in the 
same fashion as those of the lower energies.
The situation at this energy is very similar to that at 140 MeV. The Coulomb 
breakup mechanism can be seen to dominate in the whole range of targets. The 
quality of description of the data by the Coulomb breakup calculations is also seen 
to increase from light to heavy targets. However, it can be seen that the Coulomb 
breakup calculations do not generally describe the data as well as at 140 MeV. This 
can be more clearly seen at the minima of the spectra, where those of the data at 
140 MeV are filled. This suggests a greater importance of nuclear and non-dipole 
contributions at this energy.
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Figure 4.5: Triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 140 MeV 
deuteron breakup at forward angles on various targets. The solid lines are the Coulomb 
breakup calculations of the adiabatic theory, averaged over the proton detector solid angle 
acceptances (see text for details). The dotted lines are the Glauber three-body s-wave 
nuclear breakup calculations at OP.
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Figure 4.6: Triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 270 MeV 
deuteron breakup at forward angles on various targets. The solid lines are the Coulomb 
breakup calculations of the adiabatic theory, averaged over the proton detector solid angles 
(see text for details). The dotted lines are the Glauber three-body s-wave nuclear breakup 
calculations at 0 °.
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4.4.2 N on-0° breakup
We now recall the (RIKEN) data analysed in Section 3.4.2, the triple differential 
cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 270 MeV deuteron breakup at 9^ =  
9^ =  4°, 7° and 10°. There, the Glauber s-wave breakup calculations were compared 
to the data. I t  was found that the calculations described the data reasonably well. 
W ith the adiabatic theory formulated in this chapter, we are now in a position to 
see the effects of Coulomb breakup contributions in that set of data.
Figure 4.7 shows the Coulomb breakup calculations (solid lines) in comparison 
with the Glauber s-wave nuclear breakup calculations (dotted lines), and the data. 
It  is seen that Coulomb contributions are small for these breakup geometries. The 
double-peaked structure in the Coulomb breakup calculations does not appear here. 
Thus, unlike the 0° breakup. Coulomb dipole breakup does not dominate at these 
angles.
We summarise that the adiabatic theory in a special lim it, developed in this 
chapter, gives a simple closed form Coulomb breakup transition amplitude, with a 
full finite-range treatment of the core-valence particle interaction The calcu­
lations describe the deuteron breakup data at forward angles reasonably well for 
light and heavy targets (from ^^C to ^^®Pb) at 140 and 270 MeV. At 56 MeV, the 
Coulomb breakup calculations also describe the data well for light targets (^^C, ^°Ca 
and ^°Zr), where Coulomb breakup dominates. For heavy targets at this energy the 
Coulomb breakup contributions are small and the nuclear contributions, shown by 
the Glauber s-wave nuclear breakup calculations, are relatively large. The adiabatic 
model was also used to calculate the Coulomb breakup contributions in the 4°, 7° 
and 10° deuteron breakup at 270 MeV. The Coulomb breakup contributions are 
found to be relatively small at these angles.
We have also discussed the results from the DWBA approaches applied in the 
previous literature. It has been shown here that the zero-range approximation to 
the DWBA breakup amplitude cannot be justified at the energies of interest here. 
Fortuitously however, the zero-range DWBA gives a result which is equal to the 
P„ =  0 approximation to the adiabatic breakup amplitude of Equation (4.18).
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Figure 4.7: Triple differential cross-sections as a function of proton energy for 270 MeV 
deuteron breakup at 4°, 7° and 10° on a target. The solid lines are the Coulomb 
breakup calculations of the adiabatic theory and the dotted lines are the Glauber three- 
body s-wave nuclear breakup calculations.
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C hapter 5
C harge-exchange reactions
I  waive the quantum o ’ the sin;
The hazard o f concealing;
B u t och! i t  hardens a ’ w ith in ;
And petrifies the feeling!
Robert Burns
In this chapter, we extend the breakup formalism of Chapter 2 to treat charge- 
exchange reactions.
Okamura et al. have measured differential cross-sections and analysing powers 
for the (d,pp) charge-exchange reaction at 270 MeV incident energy [29]. In the 
experiments, the di-proton, usually referred to as "^He, was detected at low p — p 
relative energies - of up to 1 MeV. In that work, the data were analysed within the 
framework of the prior-form DWBA, in which the transition amplitude [13] is given 
by
Here Xpp.k' Xdk denote the distorted waves for the CM motion of the 
and the deuteron, respectively, is the ^He scattering wave function, and
is the deuteron wave function. and are the residual nucleus and the target 
nucleus wave functions, respectively. A V  is the charge-exchange interaction between 
the nucleons in the deuteron and in the target nucleus. I t  is denoted by A V  for 
consistency with that in the Glauber transition amplitude below.
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In Ref. [29], in order to produce tbe same optical potential as for was
used. However, it  was found that the imaginary part of the potential for had
to be increased by about a factor of 3, in order to fit the measured data [29]. The 
modification affected the magnitude of the differential cross-sections by as much as 
50%. It  was proposed in [29] that this ambiguity might be resolved by an improved 
description of Xp^K' which includes the three-body {p p B) effects, and which 
are neglected in the DWBA transition amplitude of Equation (5.1). This Chapter 
makes a first investigation of this possibility. The Glauber model w ill be used to 
develop the charge-exchange transition amplitude. I t  was seen in Chapter 3 that 
the Glauber model treats the three-body effects in the in itia l and final states on 
the same footing. Therefore, it  naturally resolves the ambiguity of the final state 
distorted wave that arises in the DWBA transition amplitude. Furthermore, the 
Glauber model enables one to see clearly the nature of the three-body effects in the 
charge-exchange calculation.
In the following, the Glauber charge-exchange transition amplitude is formulated. 
I t  is then used to calculate the differential cross-section of the (d, pp) reaction. The 
three-body effects are investigated by comparing the Glauber calculation and its 
DWBA lim it.
5.1 The Glauber transition amplitude
As in inelastic scattering, the charge-exchange reaction involves a change of target 
structure. Thus, the three-body Glauber model, discussed in Chapter 2, has to be 
modified to include such a possibility. The exact post-form transition amplitude for 
the (d,pp) charge-exchange reaction is given by
T“ (K ^  K'k') =  I V I (5.2)
where V  is the sum of the N  — N  interactions between all projectile and target 
nucleons,
V =  T,Vij{n,),  (5.3)
ij
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i = l
ss2
c
Figure 5.1: Coordinates for the projectile-target system comprising an interacting nucleon 
in the projectile (i = I j,  a projectile core (i =  2), and an interacting nucleon (j) and a 
core nucleus (C) in the target.
with the subscript i  indicating a projectile nucleon and j  a target nucleon, r^- is the 
relative coordinate between the interacting nucleon pair (Figure 5.1).  ^ is the
exact wave function, which satisfies the Schrodinger equation
[TR +  Ha +  HA +  V -  =  0 , (5.4)
where and H a are the internal Hamiltonians of the deuteron and the target 
nucleus, respectively.
To develop an arbitrary potential C/(R, r) for the projectile-target system is 
introduced and the exact transition amplitude of Equation (5.2) is rewritten as
T “ (K  K 'k ') =  (K',^Hk'$B \A V  +  U \
where A F  is defined as
A V  =  V ~ U (R ,v ).
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r ( + ) ' (5.5)
(5.6)
Here, we develop formalism within a three-body ( -b + target) model and we
have in mind that the choice of U (R, r) is the sum of the optical potentials between 
the projectile nucleons and the target,
U — U(iz=l)A T ^(i—2)A- (b.T)
Using the two-potential formula [10], Equation (5.5) then reads
T“ (K ^  K'k') =  I U I I A y  I (5.8)
where Xk * and Xk',ic' are three-body wave functions In the presence of the potential 
U. Xk then satisfies the Schrodinger equation
[TR +  % (r) + i7(R, r) -  É]xi^'(R, r )  =  0, (5.9)
where È =  E — ea , where €a denotes the target ground state energy. Similarly,
XK'!k' ill Equation (5.8) satisfies the Schrodinger equation
%  +  Rpp(r) +  t/(R, r) -  ^ ']xgk'(R , r) =  0, (5.10)
where È ' =  E — cb, where eg denotes the excitation energy of the residual nucleus
B. Hpp is the "^He internal Hamiltonian. =  (“ ^^/2M/)Vg is the kinetic energy 
operator for the CM motion in the final state, where p f denotes the final state 
reduced mass. Provided that the potential U does not contain any charge-exchange 
operators, it  cannot connect the in itial and the final states, and the first term in 
(5.8) therefore vanishes. The charge-exchange transition amplitude then reads
T“ (K -4. K'k') =  (<E>Bxfe!k^  I A y  I (5.11)
A y  is thus the interaction responsible for the charge-exchange process, while U 
plays the role of a distorting potential and accounts for effects of elastic and elastic 
breakup channels. In the following, A y, i.e. the charge-exchange process, w ill be 
treated only to first order.
We now follow the formulation of the Glauber transition amplitude in Chapter 
2  to formulate the Glauber charge-exchange transition amplitude.
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The adiabatic approxim ation
By treating A y  to first order, we retain A y  in and neglect it  in the Schrodinger 
equation for the exact wave function Equation (5.4). Assuming that the excita­
tion energies of the deuteron are much smaller than E, the adiabatic approximation 
can then be applied to Equation (5.4). Thus, within the three-body model and with 
our choice of C7, Hd is then replaced by the deuteron ground state energy, e, and 
Equation (5.4) becomes
</.g-> =  0, (5.12)
where E  is given by
È =  E  — e ~ cai (5.13)
and the target internal wave function ^ a satisfies the Schrodinger equation
[Ha — =  0. (5.14)
The adiabatic approximation to the exact wave function  ^ Is then given by
(5.15)
Similarly, the adiabatic approximation can be applied to Equation (5.10) by replac­
ing Hpp by the p — p relative energy, e'. Equation (5.10) then reads
[T4 +  U{R, r) -  ^ ']% ^)(R , r) =  0, (5.16)
where E' is given by
Ê' — E — s' ■— eg. (5.17)
The adiabatic approximation to Xk 'Îic' is then
xfeîu'(R. r) =  4 , i , ( r ) x y  (R. r). (5.18)
Substituting for ipR and X k4 ' xÿ ,k ' info Equation (5.11), the adiabatic
charge-exchange transition amplitude reads
f “ (K  -4. K 'k ')  =  I A y  I (5.19)
where the bra-ket indicates integrations over R, r  and all target coordinates.
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The eikonal approxim ation
Following Chapter 2, the eikonal approximation can now be applied to the adiabatic 
transition amplitude of Equation (5.19) in a similar fashion. For Xk ' \  the 
Glauber approximation, in analogy to Equations (2.16) and (2.15), is
X iîH R ,r) % (R ,r), (5.20)
where u )f is given by
tuf (R ,r) =  e x p [ - ^  j^ J Z ' U{R',t)], (5.21)
and where Z' and Z  denote the components of the coordinates R ' and R  along the 
direction of the incident momentum K , respectively, xfe^ can then be obtained from 
the relation
xfe' =  lx<+'-K 'J
(5.22)
where cof is given by
w^(R, r) =  e x p [ ^  I "  dZ' U{R', r)]. (5.23)
Note that the change of the integration limits in (5.23) results from the change in 
the sign of the momentum K ' [6 8 ].
Similarly, for
V’k   ^ ~  (5.24)
where
w f =  exp[- ^  dZ' U (R \ r ) ], (5.25)
where is the reduced mass in the in itia l state. Again, the Glauber conditions
(2.13) of Chapter 2 is required, for the approximations (5.22) and (5.24) to be valid.
Substituting (5.22) and (5.24) into of Equation (5.19), assuming that A V  
commutes with U, gives
f g ‘ {K  -4 K 'k ') =  | r f R  I Ayw O 'w f | (5.26)
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where q is the momentum transfer defined in Equation (2.18). Now, the assumption 
(2.19), i.e. K ' % K , is applied again here, and it is assumed also that
/2f =  pi =  mamAlimA 4- m^). (5.27)
Equation (5.26) is then
rg '(K  -s- K 'k ') =  J d R  I I A y  | $.4 ) 6 *^" | ^„), (5.28)
where xu is the familiar Glauber phase shift, analogous to xg of Equation (2.23). 
I t  is given by
Xu { b R,  br) =  - ^  r  dZ U{R, r). (5.29)
f l  J t\ J —OO
Again, following the steps of Chapter 2  from the approximation (2.20) to Equation
(2 .2 2 ), the Glauber charge-exchange transition amplitude for the {d,pp) reaction is 
then given by
T(d.pp)(K -4 K 'k ') =  I  dhn | EUflC’’'"  | <Pd), (5.30)
where F a b  is defined as
/ OO d Z M ^g (R ,r), (5.31)
and where M a b  is given by
M a b ( H h )  — I A y  I (5.32)
The wave functions $g and are the antisymmetrised many-body wave functions. 
The charge-exchange interaction A y  is the sum of one-body operators. The matrix 
element M a b  is usually referred to as the one-particle transition density [6 8 ]. This 
matrix element w ill be evaluated in Section 5.3.1.
Since the projectile is the deuteron and the ejectile is the ^JTe, the Coulomb 
interactions in the entrance and exit channels are different. Nevertheless, for high 
incident energies, it  can be assumed that effects of the Coulomb interactions are
small. The potential U will thus be represented by the sum of the proton-target and
neutron-target optical potentials, in both the entrance and exit channels,
U =  UnA +  UpA =  UnA +  (5.33)
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where f / ^  +  UnA =  is the sum of the nuclear parts of the proton-target and the 
neutron-target optical potentials, and Up a is the Coulomb interaction between the 
proton and the target nucleus. The treatment of the Coulomb interaction, discussed 
in Section 2, can then be applied directly here. Thus, xu  can be decomposed into
=  +  (5.34)
where Xu is the Clauber phase shift for U^, and Xu is the Clauber phase shift for 
Upj^ . Applying the treatment of the Coulomb interaction of Chapter 2 , the Clauber 
charge-exchange transition amplitude of Equation (5.30) is given by
T(,,pp){K -4 K 'k ') =  j db „ I | (5.35)
where Xp Emd are given by Equations (2.29) and (2.30), respectively. Effects of 
the Coulomb interaction in the calculations w ill be investigated in Section 5.4.4.
T(d,pp) is of first order in the charge-exchange process. However, an important 
feature of T(^ d,pp) that should be emphasised here is the presence of I |
(f)d). The fact that the optical potential U in is chosen to be the sum of
the proton-target and neutron-target optical potentials means that T^ d,pp) contains 
three-body effects to all orders. This is the advantage of the Clauber model, as also 
seen in the Clauber breakup amplitude of Chapter 2. Moreover, the structure of 
T(^ d,pp) allows one to easily investigate these three-body effects. This can be done 
by comparing T(^ d,pp) and its DWBA lim it, in which C/(R, r) —>• [/^^(R), a potential 
between the deuteron centre-of-mass and the target.
5.2 DW BA limit
The DWBA lim it of T(^ d,pp) is obtained by choosing the three-body potential U (R, r) 
to be a deuteron-target optical potential [/^^(R) =  ~ which acts
only on the deuteron centre-of-mass coordinate. The choice of UdA is of course 
somewhat arbitrary. We take UdA to be the no-breakup lim it of the three-body 
calculation presented. Thus the nuclear part U^a w ill be obtained by averaging the
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potential the nuclear part of t/, over the deuteron ground state wave function,
=  I  d r  (5.36)
U d A  is usually referred to as a folding potential [77]. C/£^(R) is taken to be the 
Coulomb potential between the centre-of-mass of the deuteron and the target nu­
cleus. The DWBA lim it of the Glauber transition amplitude T(^ d,pp) is then given 
by
K 'k ')  =  I  d h R  I F a b  \ d > d ) e ' ^ x S ( b k ) + x , M ] ^  (5.37)
where X d  is given by
X ^(b«) =  - ^  /_”  (5.38)
and where X p  is now a function of the deuteron centre-of-mass impact parameter 
bR. thus neglects breakup effects in the in itial and final states, and is
therefore the Glauber theory variant of the DWBA transition amplitude of
Equation (5.1).
5.3 Evaluation of the transition amplitude
5.3.1 Target s tructure  te rm
Structures of the target and the residual nuclei in the (d, pp) calculation are taken 
into account via the matrix element M a b  in the transition amplitude T^d,pp) of Equa­
tion (5.35). We recall here M^g, defined in Equation (5.32),
=  ($B I A V  I $.4 )
=  I AV I (5.39)
where the angular momentum quantum numbers of the target and the residual nu­
cleus wave functions are now labelled explicitly. wave function of
the target nucleus having the total angular momentum its projection the
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j !  'J'l jJtotal isospin Ta and its projection Ia - ^ ^ is the residual nucleus wave func­
tion, with the angular momentum quantum numbers labelled in the same fashion.
The residual nucleus wave function can be written in the angular momentum 
coupling representation as
, T ' I  I n4)(;'A '.sfo -' I
X  (5.40)
where is the internal wave function of the core nucleus (C) in the final state,
is the bound state wave function of the interacting nucleon j ,  is its spin
T ' t '  T'-1''wave function, and iq^f ^ and 77^^   ^ are the isospin wave functions of the core C and 
the interacting nucleon jf, respectively. Similarly, the target nucleus wave function 
can be written
^JA M A .T A tA  _  I J A M A ) { T j t j T c t c  I T A tA ) { l jX jS i< 7 i  I J j M j )
X  ■ (5.41)
where the wave functions are those of the particles in the in itia l state. In Equations 
(5.40) and (5.41) the angular momentum quantum numbers for the total angular 
momenta and their projections, the orbital angular momenta and their projections, 
the spins and the spin projections and the total isospins and their projections are 
indicated by J ’s, M ’s, Z’s, A’s, s’s, cr’s, T ’s and t ’s, respectively, with the subscripts 
indicating the particles and the primes indicating the final state. The sums in 
Equations (5.40) and (5.41) are over all quantum numbers, except those indicated 
on the LHS.
A y  is the sum of the N  — N  interactions that contain the terms with the isospin 
operators for the charge exchange process. I t  can be represented by the sum of 
central and tensor terms, and can be written [2 0 ]
A y  =  • f j)  +  u^(m • dj){Ti • Tj) +  v'[(Ti ■ fj)S ij], (5.42)
ij
where u§p(r% )^ and uÿ(r*j) are the form-factors for the central terms and the tensor 
term, respectively. The subscripts S and T  indicate the terms for the spin and
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isospin transfers of S units and T  units, respectively, a ’s and r ’s are the spin 
operators and the isospin operators w ith the subscripts i or j  indicating the particle 
they operate on, and Sij is the tensor operator. However, only the central terms w ill 
be considered. I t  has, nevertheless, been shown in Ref. [29] that contributions from 
the tensor terms are small in the differential cross-sections of the ^'^C(d,pp)^'^B{g.s.) 
reaction, which are calculated here.
The operator • 7^) is the charge-exchange operator, usually referred to as the 
p e r  vTii operator. Its important property, as will be seen, is that it  allows a 
change of isospin in the transition from the initia l state to the final state by 1 unit. 
On the other hand, the operator (a  ^• âj) is the spin-flip operator - it  allows a change 
of spin by 1 unit. The • d j)(ri • 7 ^) term in Equation (5.42) thus allows 1 unit
change of both spin and isospin. By writing â and r  operators in the spherical basis, 
their dot products in (5.42) can be written as [73]
(5.43)
fd‘T
(5 44)
Per
where is the fir component of the isospin operator in the spherical basis acting 
on the particle i. The components fir =  —1,0,1 of the operator are related to their 
components in the cartesian basis by
Ti±\ =
Bq — <Jg (5 .4 5 )
where (7^ , (Jy and a g are given by the Pauli spin matrices. The same definition 
applies for the other isospin and spin operators.
Thus, by substituting (5.43)-(5.44) into (5.42) and then (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42), 
neglecting the tensor term, into in (5.39), the matrix element now reads
I J ' B M ' s ) i l M j J c M c  | J A M A W jX 'X ja ’  I J ' M ' )
X  { I jX jS jC T j I J j M j ) { T j t j T l j t Q  I T ' jg t 'Q ) { T j t jT c t c  | T ^ t A )
X  (5.46)
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where
fo i =  \T j-^A vV )d T 'a T jt'^ lc , (5.47)
Sqi — ^s'^sjda'.aji (5.48)
ISi =  \ < i \ ^ T ’ )Sj '^ JcSm '^ Mc, (5.49)
f? i =  f^ i,  (5.50)
Sfi =  ( - ) ' ‘'< ^ w ( x f b < ^ . - . J x r > ,  (5.51)
i?i =  \v ^ i\^ 'h ^ jy a ^ M ',M ^ ,  (5.52)
In the spatial terms, i.e. the /-terms, the bra-kets indicate the integration over
Yj. The sum in (5.46) is over all the components of the operators and all quantum 
numbers, except J^, M a  ^ TA, Tg, Mg, T^ and
Spatia l term s
The integrals in the /-terms can be evaluated using Fourier transform techniques. 
Consider the integrals in Equations (5.49) and (5.52). We define the matrix element 
as
=  j d v j  p'‘Y'M>[v^)v°j.{vij), (5.53)
where [vj] is the transition density [6 8 ], for a particular transition Ij -4 - /'•,
p^ j>^ jh>^3 (r j) =  ( r j) . (5 .5 4 )
, In (5.53), Vgj>{Yij) represents the interaction form-factors (r^) or 7;^(r^j)
in (5.49) or (5.52), correspondingly. The bound state wave functions in (5.54) can
be written
^  k )  =  "Uf, ( fj) , (5.55)
and
(rj) =  (n)l),A j (rj), (5.56)
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where uj  ^ is a radial wave function of the nucleon j  with the orbital angular mo­
mentum Ij, and similarly for u j,. Here, we neglect the spectroscopic factors, which 
contain information of contributions from individual shell-model states, in the target 
nucleus A  and the residual nucleus B, to the transition density. These spectroscopic 
factors w ill be taken into account later, in the coefficients of the transition ampli­
tudes in Section 5.4.2. In this case, these coefficients are taken from analyses of the 
‘^^ C {n,py^B  reaction [71].
The Fourier transform (s) of the matrix element (r^) is defined
V (n) =  - V  f  dse (5.57)
I /'TT I 2 J
such that
where s is the conjugate momentum. Thus by the convolution theorem and Equation
(5.53), the matrix element is given by
=  {27r)lp‘YY^ps)v^Ti^), (5.58)
where (s) and Vgrp{s) are the Fourier transforms of [v j] and VsTi^ij)
in Equation (5.53), respectively. They are defined, in analogy to Equation (5.57), 
as
=  - A r  f  d tj é ‘ -^ ’ pW i^ i(T j), (5.59)(2 7 t)2  j
and
6 sr(s) =  / dVij e“ -‘’vt)gr(r«)- (5-60)(2 7 r )2  J
Using the partial wave expansion,
_  4 ,% 2«"j& (grj)% (^)% (â), (5.61)
6/3
and by Equation (5.54), Equation (5.59) then reads
fZ7rj2 J 3
X /d n , ,  n ^ (r,)rç ,,(r ,.)y ).,.( f,)
(27rj2
X J  drj r]jt,(s rj)[u l,y j)Y u l.{r j) (5.62)
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where the following property of the spherical harmonics [69] was used,
I  dür, I (5.63)
is the reduced matrix element for the spherical harmonic given by
I 60). (5.64)
V d T T O
jb(srj) denotes the spherical Bessel function of order 6 , and /'• is defined as Ij =  
^2 l'j H- 1 , and similar definition applies for Ij and b. Similarly for üsr(s), and as­
suming that the interaction form-factor V g j , [ n j )  is a function of the distance between 
the two nucleons only, v^j<{rij) ~  Equation (5.60) reads
f'CT-(s) = T ^S *X m (s ) /  dry  r f j j i ( s r i j ) v ^ { r y )  (  Y ,^ { ry )
( 2 7 T ) 2  im  ''
=  -T p T  f  dry r l jo {s ry )v ^ { ry ) ,  (5.65)
(2 7 T j2  J
where the following orthogonality of the spherical harmonics was used,
j  d O if i j Y im iV i j )  —  V 4 ^ ^ ; o ^ m 0 '  ( 5 . 6 6 )
By substituting (5.62) and (5.65) into Equation (5.58) and then (5.58) into Equation 
(5.57), using the partial-wave expansion of and orthogonality of the spherical 
harmonics, can then be written
b
X J ds s'^jb{sri)ltl^^'{s)I^..{s), (5.67)
where
and
7 V '(s ) =  j  drj r]lu l,X j)T u f.{rj) jb {s rj), (5.68)
^ ° j(4  =  /  dry rljo (s ry )v^ j.{n j)- (5.69)
I'' X'‘ i • A ■Thus, for instance, the matrix element I Equation (5.49) is given
by  ^ which is given by of Equation (5.67) where the interaction
form-factor Vgrp in (5.69) is The result (5.67) thus gives the matrix elements for 
the spatial terms in Equation (5.46) that can be computed.
Spin and isospin terms
The matrix elements for the spin and isospin terms, the 5 ’s and T ’s terms in 
Equation (5.46), can be evaluated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
[69]. The matrix element | | of the isospin term Tq^  in Equation
(5.47) is given by
I I =  ( % 1  -  I % )(T,HfjHT;>, (5.70)
where (Tj||7 jj|T j) is the reduced matrix element, defined following Brink and Satch- 
ler’s convention [69], (TjH7 j||T j) =  \/3  for Tj =  Tj — |.  Similarly, for the matrix 
elements (Xj^^  ^ | | of the spin term in Equation (5.51),
I I (5.71)
5.3.2 (d,pp) m a tr ix  elements
We define here the matrix element F{^ d,pp) as
f(.,PP)(bR) =  /_”  dZ (R), (5.72)
where the matrix element is given by
and where is given by (5.46). In terms of F(^ d,pp)^  the Glauber charge-
exchange transition amplitude of Equation (5.35) is now rewritten
T ( < i , p p ) ( K  ^  K'k') = e ’ ^ “  j d b n  e ' " " ' ' F ( 4 p p ) .  ( 5 . 7 4 )
In Equation (5.73), the angular momentum quantum numbers for the deuteron and 
the ^i/e wave functions are labelled explicitly, in the same fashion as those of the 
target nucleus and the residual nucleus wave functions, written in Equation (5.39). ,
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The ^i/e  and the deuteron wave functions can be written in the angular momen­
tum coupling representation as
Ppp^'ppTppfppi-) _  \^ ( 1 ' J  rr' I V M' \(1' \ ”  <?' rr"  I 7' M ' \Z —^ \  PP PP PP PP I “ pp '‘-^ '‘-p p ) \^ p p ‘^ p p ^ p p ^ p p  \ ^ p p ^ ^ ^ p p )
X  I s '^ a 'f^ K n m  I
X (5.75)
and
0»dVd,idtd _  I JdMa){siaiS2CT2 | s,ia ii)(T itiT2t2  | Tdtd)
X  <l>'’/ - ‘ ‘^‘ x ‘y " X 2 ‘’^V?*"n?‘ -^ (5.76)
The sums in Equations (5.75) and (5.76) are over all quantum numbers, except those 
indicated on the LHS.  ^ and are the "^He and the deuteron spatial
wave functions, respectively. The notations for the spin and isospin wave functions 
and the angular momenta are the same as those for the target and the residual 
nucleus wave functions. Thus, by substituting the wave functions (5.75) and (5.76) 
and the matrix element of the structure term. Equation (5.46), into
Equation (5.73), and considering the case when particle ï  =  1 in the projectile is 
the interacting particle. Equation (5.73) reads
_  y r ^ n t  \ t  / / I p  ^ 1  \ n t  \ / /  / ft i p  j ^ t  \
o-dtd,(T'ppt'pp,i=l / L j  ^ PP PP^PP PP I P P  P P  P P  I ^pp i^-ipp)
X  { s W is W 2  I I \ J ' r M 'b )
X  { J j M j J c M c  I JAMAWjX' jSp' i I | J jM j )
^  I I 'd'A'i’A){^d^dSd,G'd | J d ^ d )
X  {siaiS2(72 I Sd(Jd){TitiT2t2 I Tdtd)
X  +  (6.77)
where
=  ( - )^ X % l/4 -  I % )(T i||n ||T {)(T ,^ ,l -  ^  I % )
X , (5.78)
*^ 01 “  ^SjSj^ajaj^S2S2^(T2(r2^s[si^a[aii (5.79)
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Î?1 = I I d>y'-‘ )S jyjjM hM a , (5.80)
Tu =  (5.81)
S?1 = (-)'''(«iCTllfl, I sio'l)(«l||5'l||si>(S3'^ jl -  M» I «X)
^ ('^jll‘^ jil^ j)*^ S2S2^ £72'^ 2î (5.82)
fg  =  y y y ' ”” ^^  ^ l | (5.83)
The sum in (5.77) is over all quantum numbers, except those indicated on the LHS. 
The Wigner-Eckart theorem, analogous to Equation (5.70), was used in the spin and 
isospin terms TqI and The matrix elements and  ^ /g
î j i ,  are given by Equation (5.67), as was explained in Section 5.3.1.
We consider the matrix element of Equation (5.77). The following
relations are obtained from properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [69],
^  (T%T2^ 2 I % )(T it i%  I %)(Ti^il/2, I T%)
= f i f i(T d td P r  I T'J,^)W {lTiTl^T2-, T [T A  (5.84)
and
Z ) (5'icr[s2a2 I sJ,pa"p)(siC7iS2a2 I Sd(Jd)[siailfj,er I
y\<^ 2
= gi^ (gd(Tdl/.t^  I appCr^ p)W(laig]!,pg2; (5.85)
Substituting Equations (5.84) and (5.85) into Equation (5.77), the matrix element 
is then given by
_  \^(1 ‘ \> J rr' I T M' ^(l' a' rr" I V M' ')cTdtd,cT'ppt'pp,i=l Z^y pp^ pp pp pp I p^p^ ^^ pp)y'‘pp'^ pp^ pp^ pp I p^pi^ -ipp)
X I I JAMA)(/;A:g;.a;. | j;.^/)
X  { ^ jX jS jŒ j  I J j M j ) { T j t j T ( j t f j  I T ^ t ^ ) { T j t j T c t c  I TA^ )^
X {ld\dS^cyi\JdM^){TgS°jg +  'lf^3^J?,) (5.86)
where
Tg = (-)'‘'(T,i,l-A i. |i;'6'){T;||f,||T,}(T;||7q||Ti)
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X T iT d iT d t d ^ f J 'T  1 T 'pp ( 5 . 8 7 )
— q C  _*^ 01 — ds'.Sjda'.a^j <^5352 S i  cri ) ( 5 . 8 8 )
I g =
j C  _■^01 — /  H pp p^p^ p p  ^ )  \9 p p ,k ' 1 1 ( 5 . 8 9 )
qnCi l l = nnC- ^ 0 1 ) ( 5 . 9 0 )
s g = { s j a j l  - l^ a  1
X ( 5 . 9 1 )
l ? i =
/ H pp p^p^p p  ^ )  
W p p ,id
1 1 ( 5 . 9 2 )
The sum is over all quantum numbers, except those indicated on the LHS.
In Equation (5.86), it  can be seen that the term T^i Sq^ Iqi
contains the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (T jt j l — pr I TJt') and {Tdtalfir | 
which allow a change of isospin in the transition from the initia l state to the final 
state by 1 unit. This is the direct result of the property of the operator (7  ^ • Tj), 
mentioned earlier in Section 5.3.1. On the other hand, apart from the isospin change, 
the term also contains the coefficients {s ja jl — | s 'a j) and {sdCTdl/ia |
SppCTpp) which allow 1 unit change of spin. This term thus allows both spin-flip and 
isospin-flip. This property results from the property of the operator (7  ^• 7 j)(a^ • âj). 
These results are of importance here. Since the term T^i SqiI qi allows the change 
of isospin and conserves spin, the can thus only be in a trip let spin state.
By the fact that the ^i/e  also has triplet isospin, hence, by the requirement that 
the overall wave function must be antisymmetric, it  can only be in an odd parity 
state. Therefore the term allows the lowest state of the ‘^ He being in
2s'pp+ilf^ j^^  ^ state. For the term, both spin and isospin changes are
allowed. For this term, the can then be in either a singlet spin and even parity 
state or a triplet spin and odd parity state. Hence, it allows the lowest state of the 
^He being in ^sq state.
For the (d,pp) experiments that specifically detect the ^ i/e  w ith low relative 
energies, it  can be assumed that it  is in a relative s-state only. Therefore, only the 
term w ill contribute to the calculations of the observables. This is the case 
for the RIKEN data to be analysed here. In the stated data, only the ^He with low
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relative energies of up to 1  MeV, where the p-wave contributions can be neglected 
[72], are detected.
5.4 Numerical calculations
High precision data of the differential cross-sections and the analysing powers for 
the (d,pp) charge-exchange reaction have been measured at RIKEN [29]. The ex­
periments were performed on a target for transitions to the ground state and 
several excited states of The with relative energies of up to 1  MeV, were 
detected. Therefore, as mentioned in the previous section, the can be assumed 
to be in a relative s-state [29], excited by the term only.
5.4.1 M a tr ix  elements for s-wave ‘^ He
Assuming that the "^He is in a relative s-state and that the deuteron ground state 
is an s-wave, it follows that — 0, s^ p =  0, and Id =  0. The transition amplitude 
of Equation (5.74) for the reaction can then be written
explicitly as
T ‘'pp=0{K K 'k ') =  16 J jM j Jj -  M j I J'bM'b )
X  { I j X j bp  I l j X j ) { T j t j l  — p,r I Tjt'j){Tdtd lppT  I Tpptpp)
X  I I % A ) ( f ; . | | y b | | 4 >
X W '( lT ir ;^ T 2 ;T ;r jlV (ls i4 ,S 2 ;s ls d )4 ’;,T"(g), (5.93) 
where is given by
/ OO (5.94)-OO
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and where is given by
X  J d r i j  r l j V ^ T { r i j ) j o { s r i j ) .  (5.96)
The factor of 2 included in Equation (5.93) arises from the sum over the two particles 
in the projectile, % — l  and 2 . is the s-wave spatial wave function of the '^He,
given by analogy to the p — n wave function of Equation (3.11), and <Pd~^  is given 
by Equation (3.4). Using the following identity of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
[69],
{sjajlcTd I sWj){l jX' jSy,  I J'.M'MljXjSjaj  | J jM j)
E ( - ) - j;. -c-M) - Af;.4-? ( l o - |  c -  7 )u
X  ( a a Z ;  -  A ;  I -  A j ) ( c 7 ^ M (  | J j M ^ )  <
l a c
4  V, j ;
Sj  I j  Jj
and the the orthogonality relations.
U
and
(5.96)
(5.97)
Z  -  M j I J^M ^)(c7JjM j I .^M ,)
T^pp-  ^ can be written
(5.98)
T'!»'“ “ ( K - r  K 'k ') =  16
X  (lo -rf6 /3  I J 'B M ’B ) { T j t j l  -  M r I % ) ( % l M r  I T ; / ^ )  
X  { T ^ t ' / T c t c  I T 'B t ' s W j t j T c t c  | T A t A ) { l ’i \ \ Y , \ \ l i )
X  ( i ; ^ | | f , | | T , ) ( r ; i i n | | r i ) ( 4 i | 0 ' , | | s , ) < s ; i | a i P i >
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X  W {m T 'T 2 -X T d )W { ls rs 's -,-,s \s i){  s' V, J<
1  6  J'b
b' 4
(5.99)
riL, = 0  Çj
symbol [69].
where is given by Equation (5.94), and where {• • •} denotes the Wigner 9-j
5.4.2 E xc ita tion  to  ground state
Since the initia l aim of this work is to investigate the importance of the three-body 
effects in the charge-exchange reaction, the calculation is carried out first for the 
excitation to the ground state {J'^ =  1"^ ) of I t  w ill be seen that for the transition 
to the ground state in Equation (5.99), we can assume 5 =  0, and hence the 
spherical harmonic %  =  Fqo- This is not generally true for transitions to excited 
states of ^ ^B. I t  follows that Jg =  1  and Tg =  1 . Substituting the appropriate values 
of the angular momenta in Equation (5.99), the transition amplitude of Equation
(5.99) for the ground state transition is then given by
M;,,, (K -4- K'k') =
1  b 1
1 Vi J'i
2 4' 3^
(5.100)
I '  = 0  J '  —1The other information needed to calculate ^ are .
the one-body density matrix elements (OBDME’s) [ •
. Here, the term OBDME is used to refer to the coefficient, which contains 
information of contributions from individual shell-model states in the target and the 
residual nuclei [70]. In other words, it  is related to the amplitude for the transition 
from the nucleon j ,  of the target nucleus, in the state Ij j . to that of the residual 
nucleus, in the state . Values of the OBDME used here are taken from analyses 
of the ‘^^ C {n,py ‘^ B reaction by Brady et ai. [71]. The transition to the ground state
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of involves amplitudes I j j . -4 i'.j/ of p | -> p i and p i —> p&, with the OBDME of 
—0.7527 and —0.3702, respectively [71]. These two amplitudes w ill thus be assumed 
in the calculations of the differential cross-section.
The triple differential cross-section (see Appendix A.2 ) for the ^^C(d,pp)^^B(p.5 .) 
reaction, w ith the s-wave ^Be, is then
-  0.3702 r ,  (5.101)
where the process of averaging over the initia l spins and summing over the final 
spins is included. , is given by Equation (5.100). The density of states
p[e‘) is given by Equation (A.28).
The transition amplitude of Equation (5.100) may be further simplified by con­
sidering values of h. h is determined by the coefficient | IM g) and the reduced
matrix element (/j||Tf,||^j). {ladhp | IM g) gives the possible values of 5 to be 6  =  0 , 1  
or 2, while (Zj||Tb||^j) vanishes unless I'j 1 j  -\- b is even. Thus for Ij =  =  1, 5
can only be 0 or 2. However, the 6  =  2 term is relatively much smaller, due to the 
spherical Bessel function jb{srj), in Ib,ip'. of Eq (5.95), and the presence of the factor 
Figure 5 . 2  shows a comparison between the 6  =  0  and 6  =  2  terms of | I •
For simplicity, the 6  =  2 term w ill be neglected in the calculations of the differential 
cross-section.
5.4.3 T hree -b o d y  effects
The three-body effects in the Glauber charge-exchange transition amplitude can 
be investigated by comparing the calculation with its DWBA lim it - discussed in 
Section 5.2. The DWBA lim it of the Glauber transition amplitude of
Equation (5.100) is
rpG-DWBA,l'pp=Q,J'Q~l,.  ^ _  32 \ Jj + J,.
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Figure 5,2: Values of the factor | I A)r the b = 0 (solid line) and the b = 2 (dotted
line) terms.
1 b 1
X ( i ( T ^ 6 ; 0 | i M ^ ) ( z ; M |z , . ) < 12 4
1I 2 h 4
(5.102)
where is given by
= e«“ y’db« j  d r
/ OO d Z
-OO •'
(5.103)
and where is given by Equation (5.95). The differential cross-sections for the
n^pp—^tM'^ UdDWBA lim it of the Glauber calculations are then calculated by replacing ^
in Equation (6.101) by
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5.4 .4  Com parison w ith  experim ental results
The measured data of Ref. [29] are the differential cross-sections integrated over e' 
and The calculations required to compare with these data are thus given by
dSlK' 2 /  “^  /  de'dQK'd^k' ' (5-104)
where d^a/de^dÇlKtdÙh' is given by Equation (5.101), The factor ~ arises from the 
indistinguishability in detecting the two protons [29]. The '^He relative energy e* 
is integrated from e' =  0  to 1  MeV. The interaction form-factor is taken from 
the parameterisation of the N  ~ N  interaction at 140 MeV by Praney and Love
[74], Details of the parameterisation are given in the earlier paper by the same 
authors [75], The Fourier transform of the interaction form-factor, of the Yukawa 
form, entering in the transition amplitude of Equation (5.100), is
given explicitly in that literature. The term of the interactions, in the notation 
of [75], is used in this work. Since the parameterisation is quite complicated, it  was 
checked that our calculations reproduced the calculations of interactions presented 
in [75]. The single-nucleon knock-on exchange effects are included by a short-range 
approximation, explained in the same literature.
The p-target and n-target optical potentials are the Schrodinger equivalents of 
Dirac optical potentials taken from global fits, as were used in Chapter 3. The 
deuteron wave function is calculated using the Hulthén potential [37] and the 
wave function is calculated using Reid’s soft-core potential [76] in the ^so(T =  1) 
channel.
First, we look at effects of the Coulomb interaction. Figure 5.3 shows a compar­
ison between the Clauber calculations of Equation (5.104) in the presence (the solid 
line) and the absence of the Coulomb interaction. I t  can be seen that the effects 
of the Coulomb interaction are small. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.4, 
where the same calculations are shown on a linear scale. This result verifies the as­
sumption made when we represented the potential U, for both the entrance and the 
exit channels, by the sum of the p-target and n-target optical potentials. Equation 
(5.33).
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'^ C(d,pp)^ "B(g.s.) E=270 MeV
xO.6 xO.6
20
%■ (deg)
Figure 5.3; The differential cross-sections for the ^^C{d,ppy^B{g.s.) reaction showing 
comparison between the Glauber calculations in the presence (solid line) and the absence 
(dotted line) of the Coulomb interaction. Both calculations are multiplied by a normali­
sation factor of 0.6.
’^C(d,pp)'^B(g.s.) E=270 MeV
2.0
& 1.0 
g
xO.60.5
0.0 20
Figure 5.4; The differential cross-sections for the ^^C(d,ppy^B(g.s.) reaction showing 
comparison between the Glauber calculations in the presence (solid line) and the absence 
(dotted line) of the Coulomb interaction, on a linear scale. Both calculations are multiplied 
by a normalisation factor of 0.6.
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Three-body effects
Figure 5.5 shows the calculated differential cross-sections. The results show a com­
parison between the Glauber calculation of Equation (5.104) (the solid line) and its 
DWBA lim it (the dotted line). The folding potential, given by Equation (5.36), is 
used for the DWBA lim it of the Glauber calculation, as was discussed in Section 
5.2. The data [29] are also shown for comparison.
'^C{d,pp)'^B(g.s.) E=270 MeV
10
xO.6,01 0
•11 0 '
xO.6
-310
■41 0 100 5 15 20
0K. (deg)
Figure 5.5: The differential cross-sections for the ^^C{d,ppy^B{g.s.) reaction showing 
comparison between the Glauber calculation (solid line) and its DWBA limit (dotted 
line). Both calculations are multiplied by a normalisation factor of 0.6.
From the results, it  can be seen that the calculations have to be multiplied 
by a normalisation factor of 0.6 to reproduce the magnitudes of the data. This 
normalisation factor also appeared in the DWBA calculations of Ref. [29]. Its 
origin is not known. Nevertheless, the Glauber calculation describes the data well 
qualitatively. The discrepancies around 9^/ % 6 ° — 1 2 ° are likely to arise from 
missing contributions from the tensor terms, as it was shown in Ref. [29] that the 
tensor contributions indeed filled the dip in the calculations at those angles.
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By comparing the Glauber calculation with its DWBA lim it, it  can be seen 
that the three-body effects are small at large scattering angles and large at small 
scattering angles. They reduce the magnitudes of the differential cross-sections at 
small angles by as much as 50%. To see this more clearly, the same calculations are 
shown on a linear scale in Figure 5.6. We recall here the results of Ref. [29]. In that 
work the imaginary part of the optical potential for the exit channel distorted wave, 
in the DWBA transition amplitude of Equation (5.1), was increased by about a factor 
of 3 to reproduce the measured data and the modification affected the magnitude of 
the differential cross-sections by about 50%. The influence of the three-body effects 
on the differential cross-sections here coincide with the result of modifying the exit 
channel optical potential in [29]. This indicates that these three-body effects might 
indeed be responsible for the discrepancy in the DWBA calculations noted in Ref.
[29].
B(d,pp)'^B{g.s.) E=270 MeV
3.0
xG.6
2.0
xO.6CO
E
0.0 10 
0K- (deg)
15 20
Figure 5.6: The differential cross-sections for the ^^C(d,ppy^B(g.s.) reaction showing 
comparison between the Glauber calculation (solid line) and its DWBA limit (dotted 
line). Both calculations are multiplied by a normalisation factor of 0.6.
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In conclusion, three-body effects in the [d,pp) reaction are shown to be signifi­
cant by comparing the Glauber calculation with its DWBA lim it. The results also 
indicate that the magnitude of these three-body effects are such that they might be 
responsible for a significant part of the discrepancy observed in the DWBA calcula­
tions of Ref. [29].
For future works, the importance of the three-body effects can be confirmed 
by performing calculations for transitions to excited states of and analysing 
powers, for which data are available [29]. Effects of the tensor terms must also be 
investigated. These calculations involve more complex couplings of angular momenta 
and require more complicated numerical procedures and longer computing times. 
However, we have presented the formalism in a general way. The works presented 
here thus provide a good starting point.
The single nucleon bound state radial wave functions uj, and uj. are calculated
using Wooda-Saxon potential, the depth of which is determined to reproduce the
binding energy. Other parameters are taken from those used in the calculations of
Ref. [29], the radius r„ =  1.25 fm, the diffuseness a =  0.65 fm and the strength of 
the spin-orbit term Vls =  6  MeV.
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C hapter 6
Sum m ary and conclusions
We have studied breakup of two-cluster-like loosely-bound nuclei, comprising a 
bound core (c) and a valence (u) fragments, at high energies (many tens of MeV/A or 
higher). The studies involve a three-body problem of two projectile constituents and 
a target (c+v+A ). An aim of the present work is to develop approaches as alterna­
tives to the DWBA method, for studies of breakup of halo nuclei. We are concerned 
with two main problems which arise in DWBA breakup calculations, namely
i) neglect of three-body effects,
ii) difficulty in treating finite-range effects associated with Wu, the c ~ v  interaction. 
In the breakup of such loosely-bound halo systems, at high energies, three-body and 
finite-range effects are expected to be important. It  is therefore necessary to have 
theoretical models which go beyond the DWBA.
Here, we have formulated and applied a three-body Glauber model and an adi­
abatic theory. Neither theory assumes weak couplings of breakup channels, as done 
in the DWBA, and hence incorporate three-body effects. They also enable one to 
perform full finite-range breakup calculations. Both the Glauber model and the 
adiabatic theory apply high energy approximations. The three-body Glauber model 
assumes straight line trajectories of the projectile constituents, and has previously 
been successfully applied to elastic scattering of the deuteron [51]. I t  was used here 
to study breakup reactions, and to investigate three-body effects in charge exchange 
reactions. In the case of the adiabatic theory, we assume degeneracy of the projec­
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tile breakup configurations with its ground state. It was applied here to investigate 
Coulomb breakup. Since an aim of the present work is to develop theoretical models 
to study breakup reactions, we have applied the results to deuteron induced reac­
tions, as a starting point. The well-studied deuteron structure and availability of 
high accuracy data can effectively put the theories to the test.
In Chapter 2, the Glauber three-body breakup transition amplitude was for­
mulated. The results were applied to deuteron breakup in Chapter 3. We have 
performed calculations assuming s-wave breakup. In this Chapter, we also intro­
duced a technique to check the computations of the three-body Glauber amplitude. 
The technique applied a special lim it, namely neglect of one of the c — A or v ~ A  
interactions, of the adiabatic theory. I t  was shown to be an excellent computational 
check for three-body calculations, since the special lim it of the adiabatic theory 
provides an exact solution to the three-body Schrodinger equation, and reduces the 
three-body problem to a two-body one.
Three-body s-wave breakup calculations were compared to high accuracy data 
of deuteron breakup, at 260 [53] and 270 [26] MeV. The comparisons provide the 
first test of the theory. I t  was found that the s-wave breakup calculations describe 
the data fairly well, when the p — n relative energies are small - at which s-wave 
breakup can reasonable be assumed to dominate. We also used the special lim it to 
estimate non-s-wave breakup contributions.
In Chapter 4, an adiabatic theory was applied to investigate Coulomb breakup 
of the deuteron. The theory provides a closed-form adiabatic transition amplitude 
for the calculation. We used the results to calculate the deuteron Coulomb breakup 
at forward angles, in which comparisons with the data were made for the deuteron 
breakup at 56 [54], 140 and 270 [26] MeV. The data show strong indications, i.e. 
the double-peaked structures in the triple differential cross-sections as a function 
of proton energy, of Coulomb dipole breakup. The adiabatic theory was found to 
describe the data reasonably well. Discrepancies, small in most cases but large for 
heavy targets at 56 MeV, are consistent with missing interfering nuclear breakup 
contributions. We also suggest that previous DWBA approaches to this problem
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[37, 42, 64] are not justified at energies of interest here.
In Chapter 5, we extended the Glauber three-body brealcup formalism of Chapter 
2  to study charge-exchange reactions. An aim was to investigate three-body effects 
in the ^^C{d,ppy^B charge-exchange reaction. Data for this reaction has been anal­
ysed previously [29], using DWBA calculations. I t  was found in that work that the 
optical potential for the exit channel distorted-wave in the DWBA calculations had 
to be modified to reproduce the measured data. In that chapter, we formulated the 
Glauber (d^pp) charge-exchange transition amplitude, and considered its DWBA 
lim it. Calculations of the differential cross-section for the ‘^^ C{d,ppy^B{g.s.) reac­
tion, using the Glauber amplitude, were compared with those using its DWBA lim it. 
I t  was found that the difference between the Glauber calculations and their DWBA 
limits are similar to the results of modifying the exit channel optical potential in 
the DWBA analysis of Ref. [29]. The result thus indicates that three-body effects 
might indeed be responsible for the changes required in the DWBA calculations.
The deuteron breakup work of Chapter 3 can be investigated more thoroughly 
by performing calculations which include non-s-wave breakup. The importance of 
three-body effects in the (d, pp) charge-exchange reaction of Chapter 5 must also be 
confirmed by performing calculations for transitions to excited states of includ­
ing analysing powers, for which data are available. Effects of the tensor terms must 
also be investigated. These calculations involve more nested integrals and complex 
couplings of angular momenta. They thus require more complicated numerical pro­
cedures and longer computing times. However, the formalisms given in the present 
work are general enough to provide a basis for future work.
Importantly, the theories are expected to be an excellent starting point to study 
breakup of halo nuclei. The adiabatic method for Coulomb breakup has recently 
been applied by Banerjee et a l [47, 48] to Coulomb breakup of one- and two-neutron 
halo nuclei. W ith rapidly developing RIB techniques, it is hoped to provide more 
exclusive and high accuracy breakup data of halo nuclei in the near future. The 
present work helps develop theoretical tools to analyse such data.
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A p p en d ix  A  
D ifferential cross-sections and  
th ree-b od y  kinem atics
C
Figure A .l: C oord ina tes o f  a th re e -b od y  system  com pris ing  the  p a rtic le s  c, v and  A .
For a system of N  particles in the final state, the fundamental formula for the 
cross-section is given by [1 0 ]
=  g  /  n  I Tf. r  S J K ^ ) S i E ;  -  E , -  Q ) ,  (A .1 )
where Tp is the transition amplitude, and all scattering states contained are nor­
malised as (r I k) =  is the reduced mass in the initial state and K  is the
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magnitude of the incident wavenumber, given by
where is the incident energy in the CM frame. and K /  are the initia l and
final state total wavenumbers, respectively, and Ei and E j are the in itial and final 
state total energies, respectively. Q is the Q-value of the reaction, and denotes 
the wavenumber of the particle j  in the final state.
A .l Specifying final state momenta of two of the 
final particles
C
O
0
A
V
K
Figure A.2: Detecting the particles c and v in coincidence, specifying their momenta.
For a three-body system, N  — 3, comprising particles c{j =  1), v { j — 2 ) and 
=  3), Equation (A .l) is that for the cross-section,
I T .  I ' i ( K ,  ( i 3 )
where k^, ky and k^ denote the wavenumbers of c, v and A, respectively (Figure 
A.2).
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The final state total wavenumber K / is given by
Ky — kc •+• ky +  k^. (A.4)
Thus, by the momentum conservation, K /  =  K%,
J 6 k c 6 k y 6 k /i^ (K / — Ki) =  J ^ dkcîidky .dk^ <5(kc +  ky +  k^ — K^)
=  J ^ dkc^dky. (A.5)
Equation (A.3) is then
(*■')
Next, we consider the integral /  ÉdkcÉd'kyô(Ef ~ Ei — Q), using the conservation of 
energy, E f =  Ei -\- Q,
J Éd'kJidkyô{Ef — Ei — Q) — J mchkc.dEc,dQ.crny%kydEydCly6{Ef — Ei — Q)
=  [  mchkcmyhkydEcdÜcdQydEf^^ô{Ef — Ei — Q) J ^E f
(A.7)dE—  m c h k c m y h k y d E c d Ü c d Q y  ^
E f —E i + QdEf
where rric and Ec and rriy and Ey denote the masses and energies of c and v, respec­
tively. Qc and Q,y denote the solid angles for the directions of kc and ky, respectively. 
The relations
k^ =  K /  -  kc -  ky, (A.8 )
and
give the relation
dEf __ n^ky n^ky fi^(kc -  K /)  • ky
dky TYiy rriA m^&y
Equation (A. 10) and the relation
dEy _  n^ky
dky my
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(A . ll)
then give
dEy
dEf
_  dEy dky
E f = E i + Q Ef=Ei->tQ
rriA
m y +  mA +
(A.12)
Substituting (A.1 2 ) into Equation (A.7) gives
^dkc^dkyô{Ef — E i~  Q) =   ---- ——— (k -^KiVicn'i^c^^c'fnyhkydEcdVlcdCLy.fYly +  TTIa 4- ^ 2  ^
(A.13)
Substituting Equation (A.13) into Equation (A.6 ), the triple differential cross-section 
for detecting two of the final particles in coincidence is then
d^a 27rjj,i
d E c d Ü c d Ü y  h ^ K  
where p is the density of states, given by
7}^ (A.14)
where E^ is related to k  ^ by E^ ~  %^A:g/(2 mc).
One can then choose to calculate d^a/dEcdÇlcdQy  in the CM frame or the lab­
oratory frame, by considering the value of the total wavenumber K j. In the CM 
frame, =  0 , and in the laboratory frame we have K f  =  y/2maE/h, where iria 
denotes the projectile mass.
In Equation (A.14), the magnitude of the particle v wavenumber ky is fixed by 
the energy conservation relation,
E Q =  Ec +  Ey +  E A
— /l^(K j — kc — ky)^ rA
2mc 2niy 2mA
Since K j is in the same direction as the incident wavenumber K , d^a/dEcdQcd^v 
is therefore a function of the particle c energy Ec, the particle c scattering angle 6c, 
the particle v scattering angle 9y, and the c ~  v relative azimuthal angle <pcv‘ The 
transition amplitude depends on the momentum transfer q =  K  — K ' and the c — v 
relative wave number Id. I t  can be evaluated in terms of Ec, 6c, 6y and (pcy, using 
kinematical relations in Section A.3 below.
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A.2 Specifying CM and relative motions of two 
of the final particles
Here we consider the cross-section for detecting the particles c and v, having a rela­
tive energy s' and with their centre-of-mass moving in the direction of the outgoing 
wavenumber K ' and their relative motion in the direction of the relative wavenumber 
k ' (Figure A.3).
K
Figure A.3: Detecting the particles c and v, specifying their CM and relative motions 
The coordinate of the c — v centre-of-mass, relative to A, is given by
(A.17)rric +  my
Using (A.17) and Equation (A.4), the outgoing wavenumber K ' is then given by
K ' =  f  §  =  k , +  k„ -  (A.18)
where / i/  =  (rric +  mv)mA/M  is the reduced mass in the final state, and M  =
me +  +  rriA is the total mass.
The c ~  V relative coordinate is given by
r  =  -  Tc. (A.19)
Thus, the c — v relative wavenumber is
k ' =  ^ §  =  ^ ^ k „ ---- (A.20)n dt rric-\-rriv rric + my '
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where pcv =  ’mcrriy/{rric +  is the c — v reduced mass.
Equations (A.4), (A.18) and (A.2 0 ) give the Jacobian
m m -
Using (A.21) in Equation (A.3), the triple differential cross-section for detecting c 
and u, specifying their centre-of-mass and relative motions, is
I I' ^ (K / - Q) .  (A.22)
In the CM frame we have 
and the final state total energy is given by
K Ç " =  K f '^  =  0, (A.23)
=  E' +  e', (A.24)
where E' and s' denote the energy of the c — v centre-of-mass and their relative 
energy, respectively. Equation (A.2 2 ) is then
-  S  /  I I" -  «)■
Now, we consider the integral f  fidK '& k 'S (E ' -j- s' — E f ^  — Q), using the energy 
conservation, E' +  s' =  E f ^  +  Q,
y  -H 6' -  -  Q) =  y
=  fjifhK'pcv^k'ds'dVLK>dCty. (A. 26)
Substituting Equation (A.26) into Equation (A.25), we obtain
d^ (7 2tt fji.
ds'dÜK'dCtk' f r^ K  
where the density of states p is given by
;o(G0 (A.27)
<•(.') -  (A.2S)
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and where the relative energy s ' is related to k ' by
(A.29)2p,cv
Since the transition amplitude depends on the momentum transfer q =  K  — K '
and the c — u relative wavenumber k', d^a/ds'dÇlKidÇlk' is thus a function of the
scattering angle of the c — v centre-of-mass Ok '-, the c — v relative energy s' ^ the
angle of k ' 9y , and azimuthal angle ' 
t h i  vxlcvtiVi.
A .3 Kinematical relations for breakup calculations
The transition amplitude can be written as a function of, for a given value of AT, s'^  
6k '-> 9k> and f^c//</.To calculate breakup coincidence cross-sections of Section A .l, we 
need to evaluate (a square modulus of) the transition amplitude at given values of 
Ec, 9c, 9y and pcv This can be done using kinematical relations between the two 
sets of variables, {s',9k >,9 k > { E c , 9 c , 9 y , ( p a v ) -
9k > can be evaluated in terms of Ec, 9c and by using the dot-product K ' • K , 
where K ' is given by Equation (A.18). This gives
cos (Be, 0c, 0.) =  ^  (kc +  k„ -  • K , (A.30)
where k^ K  =  kcK cos 9c, k^ K  =  kyK cos 9y and • K  =  K iK . Ec is related to 
kc by Ec — h'^kl/{2mc).
Using Equation (A.20), the relative energy s' is given by
e'(Bc, 0 e ,  0 „ ,  iPov) =  =  2 mem„(me +  me)^"'‘='"” “
where kc • k^ =  kcky cos 9cy, and where cos 9cy — cos 9c cos 9y +  sin ^ c sin^^, cos 
Geometries of experiments are related to values of Pcv, ^cv ~  0 means the particles 
c and V are detected on the same side of the incident beam direction, while cpcv ~  tt 
means they are detected on the opposite sides.
Again, using Equation (A.2 0 ), 9k> is obtained from the dot-product k' • K . This 
gives
cos0 a,-(Bc,0 e, 0 „) -  "  TOe +  m „’^'^ ■ ^
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The relative azimuthal angle (pk>K^  is obtained from the dot-product k ' • K ', i.e.
cos </?>//</ {Ec, 9c, 9y, pcv) =  -T—%— r— 7 — (k' • K ' -  k 'K ' cos 9k> cos 9k <), (A.33)sin Ok' sin aj{t
where k' and K ' are given by Equations (A.20) and (A.18), respectively.
In the relations above, the magnitude of the particle v wavenumber, ky, is fixed 
by the energy conservation relation (A.16).
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It  is so small a thing,
To have enjoyed the sun,
To have lived light in the spring.
To have loved, to have thought, to have done.
M a t t h e w  A r n o l d
